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1.1 WAR AS A CONTINUATION OF 
POLITICS: 

1.11  Clausewitz taught us that war is a continuation of politics by other 
means. Gathering Storm ends with the outbreak of war, which may be fought 
using the companion game A World at War. 

1.12  The first turn of A World at War follows the final turn of Gathering 
Storm; for example, if war breaks out at the end of the Summer 1939 
Gathering Storm turn, A World at War begins in Fall 1939. 

1.2  A WORLD AT WAR PARAMETERS: 
1.21  The outcome of Gathering Storm affects the follows aspects of A World 
at War: 

A. Which major powers are at war at the start of A World at War, and when 
other major powers may enter the war. 

B. How quickly major powers fully mobilize. 

C. Major power force levels when war breaks out. 

D. The BRP bases and starting BRP levels of each major power. 

E. The starting research levels of each major power. 

F. The territory and diplomatic alignment of minor countries. 

G. The U.S.-Axis and Russo-German tension levels. 

1.3  COMPLETING RESEARCH: 
1.31  COMPLETING RESEARCH:  Each alliance completes its research 
as best it can, applying Gathering Storm rule 33.2. All Gathering Storm 
research results, including partial results that modify A World at War research 
and production, are then revealed. 

1.4  UNUSED TILE POINTS AS BRPs: 
1.41  Gathering Storm tile points, as such, are worthless in A World at War, 
and therefore any tile points held by major powers when war breaks out are 
converted to A World at War  BRPs. 

1.42  CONVERSION RATE:  Each tile point is worth 3 BRPs. 

1.43  SAVED SHIPBUILDING POINTS:  Saved shipbuilding points 
(Gathering Storm rule 19.75) are treated as unused tile points, and have no 
effect on shipbuilding in A World at War. 

1.44  LIMIT:  Each major power may use up to ten tile points to generate up 
to 30 additional BRPs for use in A World at War. Additional tile points have 

no effect. 

1.45  EFFECT:  These additional BRPs do not affect the major power’s BRP 
base, but instead supplement the major power’s at start BRP level on the first 
turn of A World at War (5.41B). 

1.5  UNUSED ACTIVITY POINTS LOST: 
1.51  CIVIL WAR COUNTERS: Activity counters from civil war 
diplomatic advantages or results (Gathering Storm rules 24.54A, 25.55A) 
gained in the final turn of Gathering Storm have no effect in A World at War. 
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2.1  MAJOR POWERS AT WAR 
2.11  GATHERING STORM:  Gathering Storm ends when at least one major 
power declares war on another. Any major powers which declared war or had 
war declared upon them in Gathering Storm are at war at the start of A World 
at War. Historically, Germany, Britain and France were at war, while Italy and 
Russia were neutral. 

2.2 A WORLD AT WAR DECLARATIONS OF 
WAR 

2.21  GENERAL RESTRICTIONS:  The following general restrictions 
apply to all declarations of war against major powers in A World at War: 

A. WAR BETWEEN POTENTIAL ALLIES PROHIBITED: A 
declaration of war may not be made which would result in war between the 
eventual Axis partners (Germany, Italy and Japan) or the eventual Allied 
partners (Britain, France, the U.S., Russia and China) (A World at War rule 
50.31A). 

B. JOINT WARS BY POTENTIAL ENEMIES PROHIBITED: A 
declaration of war may not be made against a minor country if that minor 
country is at war with a neutral major power. A potential enemy major 
power may only become involved in a war between a neutral major power 
and a minor country by declaring war on the neutral major power (A World 
at War rule 50.31B). 

C. FULL MOBILIZATION REQUIRED:  Axis and Allied major powers 
which are not at war at the start of A World at War may not declare war on 
another major power until the turn after they are fully mobilized. 

GATHERING STORM 
Transition to A World at War 
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D. RUSSIAN DECLARATION OF WAR: Russia may not declare war on 
Germany until the turn in which: 

 The Russo-German tension level reaches 50 (if the Nazi-Soviet Pact is 
in effect); or 

 Russia mobilizes its fifth and final civilian factory (if the Nazi-Soviet 
Pact is not in effect). 

2.22  DECLARATIONS OF WAR ON MAJOR POWERS: 

2.221  BRP COST AND USAT EFFECTS:  The normal A World at War 
declaration of war costs (35 BRPs, USAT increases or decreases, except for 
the declaration of war that brings the U.S. into the European war) apply to all 
declarations of war on major powers except: 

A. If Germany or Italy is at war with only one of Britain and France, the Axis 
major power that is at war may declare war on the neutral Western Allied 
major power at no BRP cost and with no USAT effects. 

B. Similarly, the neutral Western Allied major power may declare war on the 
Axis major power that is at war with the other Western Allied major power 
at no BRP cost and with no USAT effects. 

2.222  RESTRICTIONS:  In addition to the general restrictions in 2.21: 

A. GERMANY AT WAR WITH BOTH FRANCE AND BRITAIN: If 
Gathering Storm ends with Germany at war with France and Britain, with 
Italy and Russia neutral, the normal A World at War rules apply. 

B. GERMANY AT WAR WITH ONE OF FRANCE OR BRITAIN: If 
Gathering Storm ends with Germany at war with one of France or Britain, 
with Italy, the other Western Allied major power and Russia neutral: 

 Germany may declare war on the neutral Western Allied major power 
or Russia. Italy would remain neutral. 

 The neutral Western Allied major power may declare war on 
Germany. Italy would remain neutral. 

 Italy may declare war on Britain or France, putting both Axis major 
powers at war with the Western Allies. 

 Britain or France may declare war on Italy, putting both Axis major 
powers at war with the Western Allies. 

C. ITALY AT WAR WITH BOTH FRANCE AND BRITAIN: If 
Gathering Storm ends with Italy at war with France and Britain, with 
Germany and Russia neutral: 

 Germany may declare war on the Western Allies, putting both Axis 
major powers at war with the Western Allies. 

 Britain or France may declare war on Germany, putting both Axis 
major powers at war with the Western Allies. 

 Germany may declare war on Russia. Two parallel wars are then fought 
until Germany declares war on the Western Allies or vice versa. 

D. ITALY AT WAR WITH ONE OF FRANCE OR BRITAIN: If 
Gathering Storm ends with Italy at war with one of France or Britain, with 
Germany, the other Western Allied major power and Russia neutral: 

 Italy may declare war on the neutral Western Allied major power. 
Germany would remain neutral. 

 The neutral Western Allied major power may declare war on Italy. 
Germany would remain neutral. 

 Germany may declare war on Britain or France, putting both Axis major 
powers at war with the Western Allies. 

 Britain or France may declare war on Germany, putting both Axis 
major powers at war with the Western Allies. 

 Germany may declare war on Russia. Two parallel wars are then fought 
until Germany declares war on the Western Allies or vice versa. 

E. GERMANY AT WAR WITH RUSSIA: If Gathering Storm ends with 
Germany at war with Russia, with Italy, Britain and France neutral: 

 Germany may declare war on Britain or France, putting Germany at war 
with the Western Allies. Italy would remain neutral. 

 Italy may declare war on Britain or France, putting the Axis at war with 
the Western Allies, only if Germany and the Western Allies are at war. 

 Britain or France may declare war on Germany, putting the Western 
Allies at war with Germany, with Russia being Allied. Italy would 
remain neutral. 

 Britain or France may declare war on Italy, putting the Western Allies 
at war with Italy. Two parallel wars are then fought until Germany 
declares war on the Western Allies or vice versa. 

2.3 NEUTRAL MAJOR POWER ACTIONS IN 
A WORLD AT WAR 

2.31  Major powers which are not at war at the start of A World at War may 
declare war on neutral minor countries as permitted by A World at War rule 
50.33. In addition: 

A. GERMANY: Germany may not declare war on Belgium/Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway or Ireland unless it is at war with either 
Britain or France. Germany may declare war on one or more of the listed 
minor countries in the same turn it declares war on Britain or France.  

B. BRITAIN AND FRANCE: Britain and France may not declare war on 
Belgium/Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway or Ireland unless 
they are at war with Germany. Britain and France may declare war on one or 
more of the listed minor countries in the same turn one of them declares war 
on Germany. 

C. RUSSIA: 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is in effect, the normal A World at War rules 
apply and Russian declarations of war are subject to Russo-German 
tension restrictions, subject to the proviso that Russia may declare war 
on any minor country that is entirely on the Russian side of the Pact 
line regardless of the Russo-German tension level (in classic A World 
at War, this exception applies only to the Baltic States). 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is not in effect, Russia may declare war on any 
eligible minor country other than those controlled by the Axis. 

2.4   INITIAL TURN OF A WORLD AT WAR 
2.41  The first turn of A World at War is the turn after the last turn of 
Gathering Storm (for example, if war broke out in Gathering Storm in 
Summer 1939, the first turn of A World at War is Fall 1939). 

2.42  Regardless of how war breaks out, the normal sequence of play in A 
World at War applies. However, the restrictions on major power activity in 
the first turn of A World at War depends on how the war starts. 

2.43  WAR IN SUPPORT OF A MINOR COUNTRY:  If war breaks out 
between one or more of Britain, France or Russia and Germany or Italy in 
support of a minor country, the minor country sets up its forces before the 
major powers set up. During the first Axis player turn, each Axis major power 
that conducted an aggression in the final turn of Gathering Storm: 

A. DECLARATIONS OF WAR: May not declare war on any major 
powers or minor countries. 

B. OFFENSIVES AND ATTRITIONS: May not conduct offensive 
operations or attritions other than against the minor country that was the 
target of aggression in final turn of Gathering Storm (EXCEPTION: Raiders 
- A World at War rule 21.5331). 

C. THE SUDETENLAND: If war broke out over the Sudetenland, 
Germany is considered to be at war with Czechoslovakia. 

D. DANZIG AND THE CORRIDOR: If war broke out over Danzig and 
the Corridor, Germany is considered to be at war with Poland. 

E. ALBANIA: If A World at War begins with Italy invading Albania, 
Durazzo is considered to be under Italian control.  

The normal A World at War rules do the rest: any Albanian 1-3 infantry units 
must deploy in Tirane and Albanian hexes other than Durazzo. Italy may 
therefore sea transport units into Durazzo. This sea transport may not be 
intercepted by the Western Allies if Italy uses destroyers based in the 
Adriatic. 

The historical Italian conquest of Albania took five days because, in game 
terms, Italian influence in Albania eliminated the Albanian forces. 

2.44  ALLIED PRE-EMPTIVE WAR: If war breaks out as a result of an 
Allied pre-emptive declaration of war, rather than over a minor country, 
during the first Axis player turn of A World at War the Axis major power that 
is at war: 

A. DECLARATIONS OF WAR: May not declare war on any major 
powers or minor countries.  

B. OFFENSIVES AND ATTRITIONS: Is prohibited from conducting any 
offensive operations or attritions, other than submarine warfare and raiding. 

2.45  GERMAN PRE-EMPTIVE WAR: If war breaks out as a result of a 
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German pre-emptive declaration of war, neither side is subject to any special 
restrictions with respect to carrying out offensive actions or attritions or 
declaring war other than as set out in transition rule 2.2, or as set out below: 

A. If Germany conducted a successful aggression against Poland in the final 
turn of Gathering Storm that resulted in the German conquest of Poland 
(Gathering Storm rule 29.22A), then made a pre-emptive declaration of war, 
for each level of Polish resistance, disregarding any resistance draw 
(Gathering Storm rule 28.51), one German armor unit, two 3-3 German 
infantry units and two German AAF must begin A World at War in Poland 
and may not participate in any offensive operations in the first turn of A World 
at War. 

B. This restriction does not apply if the German aggression resulted in Poland 
becoming a German minor ally or a neutral minor country (Gathering Storm 
rules 29.22B, C), or to other German or Italian aggressions in the last turn of 
Gathering Storm. 

2.5   RHINELAND 
2.51   Germany is considered to have remilitarized the Rhineland in the first 
turn of A World at War if war breaks out between Italy and the Western Allies 
before Germany has remilitarized the Rhineland in Gathering Storm (5.22). 

 

3. MOBILIZATIONS  
3.1 AXIS AND ALLIED MOBILIZATIONS 
3.2 RUSSIAN MOBILIZATIONS 

3.1  AXIS AND ALLIED MOBILIZATIONS 
3.11  Once A World at War begins, Germany, Italy, Britain and France all 
mobilize their remaining idle and civilian factories at the rate of one factory 
per turn, starting in the first turn of A World at War. 

3.12  Each major power’s mobilization: 

A. Adds 10 BRPs to the mobilizing major power’s BRP base and BRP level. 
The increase to the mobilizing major power’s BRP level is not prorated. 

B. Allows that major power to mobilize the following BRP value of units: 

 Germany: 20 BRPs. 

 Italy: 8 BRPs. 

 Britain: 16 BRPs. 

 France: 12 BRPs. 

C. Adds units to that major power’s force pool, subject to the restrictions in 
A World at War rule 36. 

D. All Gathering Storm restrictions on the force pool additions from 
mobilizations continue to apply in A World at War. Major powers that have 
not completed their mobilizations by the time war breaks out therefore 
mobilize in the same manner as in Gathering Storm, adding the equivalent A 
World at War units to their force pools when they become available.  

3.2  RUSSIAN MOBILIZATIONS 
3.21  The rate of Russian mobilizations depends on the Russian cohesion 
level at the end of Gathering Storm and the Russo-German tension level, 
whether or not Russia signed the Nazi-Soviet Pact: 

A. IDLE FACTORIES: The rate at which Russia mobilizes its remaining 
idle factories is governed by the Russian cohesion level at the end of 
Gathering Storm and when its last Gathering Storm idle factory 
mobilization occurred (transition rule 9.41). 

B. CIVILIAN FACTORIES: The rate at which Russia mobilizes its 
civilian factories is governed by the RGT level and whether Russia is at war 
with Germany or Japan (transition rule 9.42).  

3.22  When Russia mobilizes, it constructs an IC and adds the BRP value of 
the IC to its BRP level (A World at War rule 37.62). The forces added to 
Russia’s force pool from mobilizing its remaining idle factories are governed 
by transition rule 4.7; the forces added to Russia’s force pool from mobilizing 
its civilian factories are subject the restrictions in A World at War rule 36. 

 

4. FORCE LEVELS 
4.1 OVERVIEW 
4.2 ACTIVE AND RESERVE UNITS 
4.3 GERMANY 
4.4 ITALY 
4.5 BRITAIN 
4.6 FRANCE 
4.7 RUSSIA 
4.8 SHIPS 
4.9 SW UNITS 

4.1  OVERVIEW: 
4.11  Each Gathering Storm armor, infantry or air unit is converted to one or 
more A World at War units, as set out below.  

4.12  A WORLD AT WAR REFERENCES:  All references to units with 
combat and movement factors (“3-6 armor unit”), AAF and air squadrons 
refer to A World at War units. 

4.13  MOBILIZATION DELAYS:  Mobilized units enter their force pools 
after the standard mobilization delays: 
A. SHIPBUILDING: None. 

B. INFANTRY: Two turns. 

C. MECHANIZED INFANTRY: Four turns. 

D. AIR: Four turns. 

E. ARMOR: Six turns. 

4.14  DEFERRING AIR SQUADRONS:  A major power may defer the 
addition of one or two air squadrons to its force pool in order to generate AAF 
rather than NAS. 
EXAMPLE: Italy mobilizes Gathering Storm air units in Winter 1938, Spring 1939 and 
Summer 1939, at which time war breaks out. 

Italy adds four air squadrons to its force pool in Winter 1939. Italy decides to add one AAF 
in Winter 1939, and may use the remaining air squadron to add one NAS in Winter 1939 
or defer it for a turn. In Spring 1940, Italy adds another AAF and could defer a second air 
squadron, so that in Summer 1940 it adds two AAF to its force pool (four air squadrons 
from the Summer 1939 mobilization, plus the two deferred air squadrons = six air 
squadrons = two AAF).  

4.15  INFANTRY AND AIR ADJUSTMENTS:  Some German armor units 
and shipbuilding increases for Germany, Italy and Britain increase or 
decrease their major power’s infantry and air force pools. When this occurs: 

A. ADDITIONAL UNITS: Any additional units enter their major power’s 
force pool after the normal mobilization delay for that type of unit after the 
mobilization in question. 

B. REMOVED UNITS: Units removed from their major power’s force pool 
are taken, in the following order, from forces of the same type that: 
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 Were mobilized along with the armor unit, but not yet in their major 
power’s force pool; 

 Were mobilized prior to the armor unit, but not yet in their major power’s 
force pool; 

 Are in reserve (Allowable Builds); 

 Are active (At Start). 

4.2  ACTIVE AND RESERVE UNITS:  
4.21  Gathering Storm units which were active begin A World at War as “At 
Start” forces and may be used immediately, without being constructed. 

4.22  Gathering Storm units which were in reserve begin A World at War as 
“Allowable Builds” and must be constructed before being used. 

4.3  GERMANY: 
4.31  German Gathering Storm units are converted to A World at War units 
as follows:  

4.32  ARMOR: 

A. FIRST TWO GERMAN RESERVE ARMOR UNITS:  
Regardless of the level of German Gathering Storm armor 
research, each of the first two German Gathering Storm reserve 

armor units is converted to: 

 one unbuilt 2-6 armor unit; plus 

 one 1-3 infantry unit and either one 3-3 infantry unit or three air 
squadrons. 

If Germany has less than two armor units in reserve, the first German armor 
units to enter the German reserve are converted to 2-6 armor units and their 
associated infantry and air units. 

B. REMAINING GERMAN ARMOR UNITS: Each of the remaining 
German armor units is converted to either:   

 one 3-6 armor unit, one air squadron and one infantry factor; or 

 one 4-6 armor unit. 

C. EFFECT OF GERMAN ARMOR RESEARCH: 

 If Germany fails to achieve a Gathering Storm armor research result: 

o All its A World at War armor units are 3-6 armor units. 

o Germany may not produce 5-6 armor units in A World at War except 
as allowed by 4.32G.  

 If Germany achieves one Gathering Storm armor research result: 

o Six German armor units may be 4-6 armor units. 

o For each additional step of Gathering Storm armor research, one 
more German armor unit may be a 4-6 armor unit. 

o Germany may not produce 5-6 armor units in A World at War except 
as allowed by 4.32G.  

 If Germany achieves two Gathering Storm armor research results: 

o 12 German armor units may be 4-6 armor units. 

o Germany may produce 5-6 armor units in A World at War in the year 
after it is at war with Russia (6.51B). 

 If Germany achieves 15 steps of Gathering Storm armor research, as 
indicated by a “”,  Germany may produce 5-6 armor units in A World 
at War once war breaks out between Germany and Russia (6.51B). 

 If Germany achieves three Gathering Storm armor research results: 

o 12 German armor units may be 4-6 armor units. 

o Germany may produce 5-6 armor units in A World at War once war 
breaks out between Germany and Russia (6.51B). 

o Germany adds an unbuilt 3-6 armor unit to its initial allowable 
builds. This unit does not count against Germany’s force pool limit 
of 12 3-6 and 4-6 armor units (6.51B). 

D. 4-6 ARMOR UNITS OPTIONAL: Subject to the above limits, the 
German player has the option of converting Gathering Storm armor units to 
3-6, rather than 4-6, armor units. This same flexibility extends to armor units 
mobilized after the outbreak of war, although 3-6 armor units may not be 
produced in A World at War. 

E. TIMING: If Germany has both 3-6 and 4-6 armor units, the 3-6 armor 
units come into play first: 

 one or more of the German At Start armor units in A World at War will 
be a 3-6 armor unit; 

 if Germany has more 3-6 armor units than it has At Start armor units, the 
first two reserve armor units are 2-6 armor units (4.32A), then all 
Germany’s 3-6 armor units must enter the German force pool before any 
4-6 armor units are added. 

F. ASSOCIATED AIR AND INFANTRY UNITS: For each 3-6 armor unit, 
Germany adds one air squadron and one infantry factor to its A World at War 
force pool. Subject to the requirement that its air and infantry force pools 
increase equally, the German player is free to add army air factors, naval air 
squadrons, one-factor and three-factor infantry units, in any combination, up 
to a limit of 24 BRPs of units. When these units enter the German force pool 
depends on when their associated 3-6 armor units were mobilized. 

G. GERMAN ARMOR RESEARCH IN A WORLD AT WAR:  If 
Germany does not achieve two Gathering Storm armor research results, it has 
the option of continuing armor research into A World at War if it wishes to 
later produce 5-6 armor units, using one A World at War military RP each 
year for each missing level or portion thereof of Gathering Storm armor 
research, until it has made up the deficit. Once Germany has achieved two 
armor research results (six levels), it may produce 5-6 armor units in the year 
after it is at war with Russia (4.32C, 6.51B). 

In A World at War, the German force pool is limited to two 2-6, 12 4-6 and 
six 5-6 armor units. Gathering Storm may change this in two ways: 

Some of the 4-6 armor units may be 3-6 armor units. If Germany doesn’t have 
12 steps of Gathering Storm armor research, this is compulsory; otherwise it 
is optional – Germany may choose to have some 3-6 armor units in place of 
4-6 armor units. 

German Gathering Storm armor research also determines whether and when 
Germany may produce 5-6 armor units. 

Germany may not produce 3-6 armor units in A World at War beyond its 12 
3-6/4-6 armor unit force pool. Smaller armor units may not be converted into 
5-6 armor units. 

In a historical A World at War game, both Germany and Russia are 
considered to have achieved two Gathering Storm armor research results and 
Germany is considered to have rejected the option of selecting 3-6 armor 
units in place of 4-6 armor units. 

4.33  INFANTRY: 

A. Each German Gathering Storm infantry unit is converted to 
two 3-3 infantry units. 

B. German 1-3 infantry units are generated from 2-6 and 3-6 
armor units (4.32A and B). 

C. Germany adds one 3-3 infantry unit and one 1-3 infantry unit to its force 
pool as allowable builds if Danzig and the Corridor were incorporated into 
Germany peacefully in Gathering Storm. 

4.34  AIR: 

A. CONVERSION TO AIR SQUADRONS: Each German 
Gathering Storm air unit is converted to six A World at War air 
squadrons. 

B. ADJUSTMENTS FROM OTHER UNITS: The total number of 
German air squadrons is increased or decreased as follows: 

 Armor: 

o For each of its two 2-6 armor units, Germany has the option of 
adding three air squadrons to its force pool. 

o For each 3-6 armor unit, Germany adds one air squadron and one 
infantry factor to its force pool. 

 Shipbuilding: 

o For each shipyard mobilized, Germany adds three air squadrons to 
its force pool (4.35B). 

 Research: Germany’s force pool is reduced by three air squadrons for 
each of the following research results achieved during Gathering Storm: 

o Air transport: Three unbuilt air squadrons for an air transport 
research result. The air transport factor is an allowable build. 

o Specialized units: Three unbuilt air squadrons for Germany’s initial 
airborne unit and another three unbuilt air squadrons for the first 
Axis specialized unit research result. All airborne units are allowable 
builds. 

C. DANZIG AND THE CORRIDOR: Germany adds two AAF to its force 
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pool as allowable builds if Danzig and the Corridor were incorporated into 
Germany peacefully in Gathering Storm. 

D. CONVERSION TO ARMY AND NAVAL AIR UNITS: The 
remaining German air squadrons are converted to either AAF or NAS, at 
the German player’s option, subject to the following: 

 The number of At Start German NAS is limited to one NAS for each 
Gathering Storm turn after Germany achieves its first naval air training 
result, plus one additional NAS for each Gathering Storm turn after 
Germany achieves its second naval air training result. 

 Germany must have two NAS for each CVL launched or laid down 
during Gathering Storm. These must be At Start forces if possible; if 
this exceeds the limit on At Start German NAS, the remaining German 
NAS are allowable builds. 

 Army air squadrons may be carried over into future turns in order to 
form AAF. 

4.35  SHIPBUILDING: 

A. A German Gathering Storm shipbuilding increase converts to 
a German A World at War shipbuilding increase. 

B. For each shipyard mobilized by Germany in Gathering Storm, 
three air squadrons are added to its force pool. One of the two initial German 
shipyards is considered to have been mobilized. 

4.36  GERMAN FORCE POOL: 

A. TOTAL BRP VALUE: The total BRP value of Germany’s A World at 
War force pool must total 20 BRPs of units for each German mobilization (12 
plus the factories for the Rhineland, Austria and Czechoslovakia, for a total 
value of 300 BRPs), plus 10 BRPs of units (two AAF, one 3-3 infantry unit 
and one 1-3 infantry unit) to its force pool as allowable builds if Danzig and 
the Corridor were incorporated into Germany peacefully in Gathering Storm. 
All German ground and air units count towards the German force pool value, 
except as set out below. 

 Replacements are not counted. 

 The air transport added as an allowable build from a German 
Gathering Storm air transport research result is counted. 

 The strategic bomber factor added from a German 18-step Gathering 
Storm strategic bomber research result is not counted. 

 The extra German 3-6 armor unit added as an allowable build if 
Germany achieves a third Gathering Storm armor research result is not 
counted. 

 The initial and first additional German airborne units from the first 
Axis Gathering Storm specialized unit research result added as 
allowable builds are counted; the second German airborne unit added 
from the third Axis Gathering Storm specialized unit research result is 
not counted. 

 Germany’s initial shipbuilding point is not counted; its second and 
(optional) third shipbuilding points are counted as five BRPs each. 

B. REMNANTS: Any remnant infantry factors in the German A World at 
War force pool consist of unbuilt 1-3 infantry units. 

4.4  ITALY: 
4.41  Italian Gathering Storm units are converted to A World at War units as 
follows: 

4.42  ARMOR: 

A. NO ITALIAN ARMOR RESEARCH RESULT:  If Italy 
does not achieve a Gathering Storm armor research result, all its 
armor units are 2-5 armor units, whether mobilized in Gathering 

Storm or A World at War or produced in A World at War. 

B. EFFECT OF ITALIAN ARMOR RESEARCH: 

 One armor research result: If Italy achieves a Gathering Storm armor 
research result, the first three Italian armor units are 2-5 armor units and 
the fourth and final Italian armor unit is a 3-5 armor unit. 

 Eight steps of armor research: If Italy has eight steps of Gathering 
Storm armor research, the first two Italian armor units are 2-5 armor units 
and the third and fourth Italian armor units are 3-5 armor units. 

 Ten steps of armor research: If Italy has ten steps of Gathering Storm 
armor research, the first Italian armor unit is a 2-5 armor unit and the 
other three Italian armor units are 3-5 armor units. 

 Two armor research results: If Italy achieves two Gathering Storm 

armor research results, all four Italian armor units are 3-5 armor units. 

C. ITALIAN ARMOR PRODUCTION: The level of Italian Gathering 
Storm armor research determines how many 2-5 armor units are upgraded to 
3-5 armor units. Once this determination is made, the Italian force pool is 
fixed and any Italian armor production in A World at War is limited to units 
in the Italian force pool. 

4.43  INFANTRY: 

A. Each Italian Gathering Storm infantry unit is converted to four 
infantry factors, in any combination of one-, two- and three-
factor infantry units, up to the limit of the Italian A World at War 

force pool. 

4.44  AIR: 

A. CONVERSION TO AIR SQUADRONS: Each Italian 
Gathering Storm air unit is converted to four A World at War air 
squadrons. 

B. CONVERSION TO ARMY AND NAVAL AIR UNITS: Italian air 
squadrons are converted to either AAF or NAS, at the Italian player’s 
option, subject to the following: 

 The number of At Start Italian NAS is limited to one NAS for each 
Gathering Storm turn after Italy achieves its first naval air training 
result, plus one additional NAS for each Gathering Storm turn after 
Italy achieves its second naval air training result. 

 Italy must have two NAS for each CVL launched or laid down during 
Gathering Storm. These must be At Start forces if possible; if this 
exceeds the limit on At Start Italian NAS, the remaining Italian NAS 
are allowable builds. 

 Army air squadrons may be carried over into future turns in order to 
form AAF. 

4.45  SHIPBUILDING: 

A. An Italian Gathering Storm shipbuilding increase converts to 
an Italian A World at War shipbuilding increase. 

B. If Italy mobilizes a shipyard in Gathering Storm, it removes 
one infantry factor from its A World at War force pool. 

4.46  ITALIAN FORCE POOL: 

A. TOTAL BRP VALUE: The total BRP value of Italy’s A World at War 
force pool must total 8 BRPs of units for each Italian mobilization (six, for a 
total value of 48 BRPs). All Italian ground and air units count towards the 
Italian force pool value, except as set out below. 

 Replacements are not counted. 

 The additional BRPs for Italian armor upgrades from 2-5 to 3-5 armor 
units are not counted. 

 The three BRPs for an Italian airborne unit are not counted. 

 Italy’s initial two shipbuilding points are not counted; its (optional) 
third shipbuilding point is counted as five BRPs. 

4.5  BRITAIN: 
4.51  British Gathering Storm units are converted to A World at War units as 
follows: 

4.52  ARMOR: 

A. NO BRITISH ARMOR RESEARCH RESULT: If Britain 
does not achieve a Gathering Storm armor research result, it may 
only mobilize three 2-5 armor units, and the Canadian armor unit 

is a 3-5 armor unit. 

B. EFFECT OF BRITISH ARMOR RESEARCH: 

 One armor research result: If Britain achieves a Gathering Storm 
armor research result, the Canadian 3-5 armor unit is a 4-5 armor unit, 
the first four British armor units are 2-5 armor units, and any additional 
British armor units are 4-5 armor units. 

 Eight steps of armor research: If Britain has eight steps of Gathering 
Storm armor research, the Canadian 3-5 armor unit is a 4-5 armor unit, 
the first three British armor units are 2-5 armor units, the fourth British 
armor unit is a 3-5 armor unit, and any additional British armor units are 
4-5 armor units. 

 Ten steps of armor research: If Britain has ten steps of Gathering Storm 
armor research, the Canadian 3-5 armor unit is a 4-5 armor unit, the first 
two British armor units are 2-5 armor units, the third and fourth British 
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armor units are 3-5 armor units, and any additional British armor units 
are 4-5 armor units. 

 Eleven steps of armor research: If Britain has eleven steps of 
Gathering Storm armor research, the Canadian 3-5 armor unit is a 4-5 
armor unit, the first British armor unit is a 2-5 armor unit, the second, 
third and fourth British armor units are 3-5 armor units, and any 
additional British armor units are 4-5 armor units. 

 Two armor research results: If Britain achieves two Gathering Storm 
armor research results, the Canadian 3-5 armor unit is a 4-5 armor unit, 
the first four British armor units are 3-5 armor units, and any additional 
British armor units are 4-5 armor units. 

C. BRITISH ARMOR PRODUCTION: The level of British Gathering 
Storm armor research determines how many 2-5 armor units are upgraded to 
3-5 armor units. Once this determination is made, the British force pool is 
fixed and any British armor production in A World at War is limited to units 
in the British force pool. 

4.53  INFANTRY: 

A. The first British Gathering Storm infantry unit, which already 
exists at the start of Gathering Storm, is converted to two 3-4 
infantry units. 

B. The second British Gathering Storm infantry unit, which may only be 
mobilized as part of Britain’s eighth and final mobilization, is converted to a 
3-4 infantry unit and three air squadrons. 

C. 1-3 British infantry units are associated with the first Gathering Storm 
British air unit. 

4.54  AIR: 

A. GATHERING STORM AIR UNITS: Each British 
Gathering Storm air unit is converted to five A World at War air 
squadrons, subject to the following: 

 The first Gathering Storm air unit, which generates three 1-3 infantry 
units, generates only two A World at War air squadrons. 

 For each British mobilization which does not create a Gathering Storm 
infantry unit (normally the second to seventh British mobilizations), 
one additional air squadron is added (normally 6 additional air 
squadrons). 

B. OTHER GATHERING STORM UNITS: The number of British air 
squadrons is increased or decreased as follows: 

 Armor: 

o For each 2-5 or 3-5 armor unit, Britain adds one air squadron to its 
force pool. 

o For each 4-5 armor unit, Britain removes three air squadrons from 
its force pool. 

 Infantry: If Britain mobilizes a second infantry unit as part of its eighth 
and final mobilization, Britain adds three air squadrons to its force pool. 

C. CONVERSION TO A WORLD AT WAR AIR UNITS: British air 
squadrons are converted to A World at War air units, as follows: 

 Strategic bombers: Three At Start air squadrons for Britain’s starting 
strategic bomber factor. No air squadrons are used for the second 
strategic bomber factor added from a British 18-step Gathering Storm 
strategic bomber research result. 

 Air transport: Three unbuilt air squadrons for an air transport research 
result. The air transport factor is an Allowable Build. 

 Naval air: Britain must have six At Start NAS for its three starting 
CVLs, plus another two NAS for each CVL launched or laid down 
during Gathering Storm. 

 Remaining air squadrons: Britain’s remaining air squadrons may be 
either army air or naval air, as desired by the British player. 

 Remnants: Air squadrons may be carried over into future turns in 
order to form AAF. When Britain’s last Gathering Storm air units enter 
the British force pool, any remnants (one or two air squadrons) become 
NAS. 

4.55  SHIPBUILDING: 

A. A British Gathering Storm shipbuilding increase converts to a 
British A World at War shipbuilding increase. British shipyards 
do not trigger any adjustments to the British force pool. Two of 

the three initial British shipyards are considered to have been mobilized. 

4.56  BRITISH FORCE POOL: 

A. TOTAL BRP VALUE: The total BRP value of Britain’s A World at War 
force pool must total 16 BRPs of units for each British mobilization (eight, 
for a total value of 128 BRPs). All British ground and air units count towards 
the British force pool value, except as set out below. 

 Replacements are not counted. 

 The air transport added as an allowable build from a British Gathering 
Storm air transport research result is counted. 

 Britain’s initial strategic bomber factor is counted; the second strategic 
bomber factor added from a British 18-step Gathering Storm strategic 
bomber research result is not counted. 

 The additional BRPs for British armor upgrades from 2-5 to 3-5 armor 
units are not counted. 

 The British airborne or commando units added as allowable builds 
from British Gathering Storm specialized unit research results are not 
counted. 

 Britain’s initial shipbuilding point is not counted; its second, third and 
(optional) fourth shipbuilding points are counted as five BRPs each. 

4.57  PACIFIC COMMITMENTS: Regardless of when war breaks out, 
Britain begins the game with one 2-3 armor unit (or a 3-3 armor unit, if 
Britain has 12 steps of armor research), three 1-2 infantry units, two 
replacements, two AAF, a CA2 and a DD1 in the Pacific theater. Armor and 
infantry units that are not yet in the British force pool when war breaks out 
must be built and sent to the Pacific theater as soon as possible and may 
not be used in Europe. These forces must remain in the Pacific theater until 
the outbreak of war between Britain and Japan. These units may not be 
voluntarily eliminated and, if lost in combat with Indian partisans, must be 
rebuilt and sent back to Asia, at no USAT cost. 

4.58  COMMONWEALTH FORCES:  The Commonwealth forces start 
in play or are added to the British force pool as set out in the revisions to A 
World at War rules 70-72, below, and on the British scenario card. 

4.6  FRANCE: 
4.61  French Gathering Storm units are converted to A World at War units as 
follows: 

4.62  ARMOR: 

A. NO FRENCH ARMOR RESEARCH RESULT:  If France 
does not achieve a Gathering Storm armor research result, its 
armor units are 3-5 armor units, whether mobilized in Gathering 

Storm or A World at War. 

B. EFFECT OF FRENCH ARMOR RESEARCH: 

 One armor research result: If France achieves a Gathering Storm 
armor research result, the first three French armor units are 3-5 armor 
units and the fourth and final French armor unit is a 4-5 armor unit. 

 Eight steps of armor research: If France has eight steps of Gathering 
Storm armor research, the first two French armor units are 3-5 armor 
units and the third and fourth French armor units are 4-5 armor units. 

 Ten steps of armor research: If France has ten steps of Gathering Storm 
armor research, the first French armor unit is a 3-5 armor unit and the 
other three French armor units are 4-5 armor units. 

 Two armor research results: If France achieves two Gathering Storm 
armor research results, all four French armor units are 4-5 armor units. 

C. FRENCH ARMOR PRODUCTION: French armor production in A 
World at War is prohibited. 

4.63  INFANTRY: 

A. Each French Gathering Storm infantry unit is converted to 
three 2-3 infantry units. 
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B. 1-3 French infantry units are associated with the first French Gathering 
Storm air unit. 

4.64  AIR: 

A. The first French Gathering Storm air unit is converted to: 

 one AAF; and 

 three 1-3 infantry units in A World at War. 

B. All other Gathering Storm French air units are converted to two AAF. 

4.65  MAGINOT LINE:  For each Maginot Line step past the first 6-step 
research result, one French infantry factor is removed from the French force 
pool. 2-3 infantry units are removed if possible, with a replacement being 
removed if there an odd numbers of Maginot Line research steps. 

4.66  FRENCH FORCE POOL: 

A. TOTAL BRP VALUE: The total BRP value of France’s A World at War 
force pool must total 12 BRPs of units for each French mobilization (six, for 
a total value of 72 BRPs). All French ground and air units count towards the 
French force pool value, except as set out below. 

 Replacements are not counted. 

 The additional BRPs for French armor upgrades from 3-5 to 4-5 armor 
units are not counted. 

4.7  RUSSIA: 
4.71  Russian Gathering Storm units are converted to A World at War units 
as follows: 

4.72  ARMOR: 

A. FIRST EIGHT RUSSIAN ARMOR UNITS: The first eight 
Russian Gathering Storm armor units are converted to 3-5 armor 
units. 

B. ADDITIONAL RUSSIAN ARMOR UNITS: Additional Russian armor 
units, which can only be mobilized in Gathering Storm if Russia is able to 
mobilize civilian factories, are converted to 4-5 armor units unless Russia has 
achieved two armor research results. 

C. EFFECT OF RUSSIAN ARMOR RESEARCH: Once Russia achieves 
two Gathering Storm armor research results, Russia may mobilize or produce 
5-6 armor units in Gathering Storm and A World at War (6.51B). Until then, 
all additional Russian armor units, apart from its initial eight 3-5 armor units, 
are 4-5 armor units (6.51B). 

D. RUSSIAN ARMOR RESEARCH IN A WORLD AT WAR:  If Russia 
does not achieve two Gathering Storm armor research results, Russia is 
deemed to continue armor research into A World at War, using one A World 
at War military RP each year for each missing level or portion thereof of 
Gathering Storm armor research, until it has made up the deficit. Until Russia 
completes its armor research, it may only mobilize or produce 4-5 armor units 
in Gathering Storm and A World at War (4.72C, 6.51B). 
EXAMPLE: War breaks out in Summer 1938, with Russia having nine steps of Gathering 
Storm armor research, two levels short of the 12 steps required for two armor research 
results. 

Russia receives one less A World at War RP in 1938 and in the 1939 YSS, and is considered 
to achieve its second armor research result in Spring 1939. 

E. ASSOCIATED INFANTRY UNITS: 

 For each 4-5 armor unit, Russia removes two infantry factors from its A 
World at War force pool. 

 For each 5-6 armor unit, Russia removes four infantry factors from its A 
World at War force pool. 

4.73  INFANTRY: 

A. Russia starts Gathering Storm with five completed 
mobilizations, which are considered to have generated the 
following A World at War infantry units: 

 Two 3-3 infantry units. 

 Six 2-3 infantry units. 

 Sixteen 1-3 infantry units. 

B. The Gathering Storm infantry units from Russia’s next four mobilizations 
(its idle factories) each generate one 3-3, two 2-3 and one 1-3 infantry units. 

C. Ultimately Russia’s eight Gathering Storm infantry units generate six 3-
3, 14 2-3 and 20 1-3 infantry units. 

D.  The Gathering Storm infantry units from Russia’s mobilization of its five 
civilian factories each generate two 3-3 infantry units, because Russia must 

also mobilize a 4-5 armor unit (4.72E). If Russia mobilizes 5-6, rather than 
4-5, armor units, Russia must defer some of these 3-3 infantry units. 

E. Russia may add up to three 3-3 infantry units to its A World at War starting 
force pool as allowable builds from excess purge events (Gathering Storm 
rule 22.73E). 

4.74  AIR: 

A.  Except as set out below, each Russian Gathering Storm air 
unit is converted to two AAF. 

B. AIR TRANSPORT: If Russia achieved a Gathering Storm air transport 
research result, one of its AAF allowable builds is replaced by an unbuilt air 
transport unit. 

C. SPECIALIZED UNITS: One of Russia’s AAF allowable builds is 
replaced by an unbuilt airborne unit for Russia’s initial airborne unit and for 
its first specialized unit research result. Additional Russian specialized unit 
research results do not affect the Russian force pool. 

4.75  RUSSIAN FORCE POOL: 

A. TOTAL BRP VALUE: The total BRP value of Russia’s A World at War 
force pool must total 20 BRPs of units for each Russian mobilization (usually 
nine, unless Russia is permitted to mobilize civilian factories, for a total value 
of 180 BRPs). All Russian ground and air units count towards the Russian 
force pool value, except as set out below. 

 The air transport added as an allowable build from a Russian 
Gathering Storm air transport research result is counted. 

 The strategic bomber factor added from a Russian 18-step Gathering 
Storm strategic bomber research result is not counted. 

 The initial and first additional Russian airborne units added as an 
allowable build from the first Russian Gathering Storm specialized 
unit research result are counted; Russian airborne units added from 
additional Russian Gathering Storm specialized unit research results 
are not counted. 

 Infantry units added from excess purge events are not counted. 

 
4.8  SHIPS: 
4.81  After Gathering Storm has ended, each major power determines its 
starting naval force levels for A World at War based on the location (row and 
column) of named ships in its shipyard and the year that war breaks out 
(cruisers and destroyers). The number of other naval units is fixed, but may 
be increased by research. 

4.82  NAMED SHIPS: Major powers begin A World at War with a set 
number of named ships and any ships which have launched during Gathering 
Storm. Ships under construction on the Gathering Storm turn track are 
transferred to the major power's Naval Construction Chart as indicated below. 

4.821  FIXED NAMED SHIP LEVELS: Each major power's fixed named 
ship levels are as follows: 

A. GERMANY: 

 PB2: Graf Spee, Lutzow, Scheer 

 BC3: Gneisenau, Scharnhorst (if launched) 

B. ITALY: 

 BB3: Andrea Doria, Caio Duilio, Conte di Cavour, Giulio Cesare (if 
launched) 

C. BRITAIN: 

 CVL: Courageous, Furious, Glorious 

 BB4: Nelson, Rodney 

 BC3: Hood 

 BC3: Renown, Repulse (if launched) 
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 BB3: Barham, Malaya, Q. Elizabeth, Ramillies, Resolution, Revenge, 
Royal Oak, Royal Sovereign, Valiant, Warspite 

D. FRANCE: 

 BB3: Bretagne, Lorraine, Provence 

 BB3: Dunkerque, Strasbourg (if launched) 

E. RUSSIA: 

 BB2: Gangut, Petropavlovsk, Sevastopol 

4.822  SHIPS UNDER CONSTRUCTION: Ships under construction in a 
major power’s shipyard are transferred to the major power's A World at War 
Naval Construction Chart. 

4.823  BALANCING TWO SHIPYARDS: France and Italy transfer one of 
each type of named ship to each of their two shipyards so that the number 
and type of named ships are balanced between each of their two shipyards. 
EXAMPLE: A game of Gathering Storm ends in Winter 1938; the first turn of the ensuing 
game of A World at War will be Spring 1939. Italy has two 4-factor battleships in the spring 
column and on the “3” row of its shipyard. The Italian player selects two BB4 counters 
(Littorio and Vittorio Veneto) and places one in the Genoa shipyard and the other in the 
Trieste shipyard. Each BB4 counter is placed in the spring column and in the "3" row of 
the Naval Construction Chart. 

4.83  LIGHT SHIPS: Regardless of when war breaks out, each major power 
begins A World at War with the following levels of light ships, possibly 
augmented by additional cruisers (4.831) and light ship research (6.47). 

A. GERMANY: CA4, DD6. 

B. ITALY: CA12, DD9. 

C. BRITAIN: CA34, DD14. 

D. FRANCE: CA10, DD9. 

E. RUSSIA: CA12, DD9. 

4.831  CRUISER CONSTRUCTION: A major power may, at its option, 
use some or all of any surplus shipyard capacity by constructing additional 
cruisers, at the rate of one per turn. One CA2 may be placed on the “2” row 
of the first season of A World at War, another CA2 may be placed on the “2” 
row of the next season, and so on. 
4.832  ADDITIONAL LIGHT SHIPS:  For each Gathering Storm light 
ship research result (6.47), Germany or Italy (Axis light ship research result) 
or Britain or France (Allied light ship research result) adds a cruiser (CA2) 
and two destroyers (DD2) to its A World at War starting forces. These 
additional light ships begin built at the start of A World at War.  

4.9  SW UNITS: 
4.91  SW UNITS:  Germany, Italy and Britain begin every game of A World 
at War with the following SW units. An 18-step strategic bomber research 
result for Germany, Britain and Russia adds a strategic bomber to that major 
power’s starting forces. 

A. GERMANY: 

 One or more submarines, as modified by German Gathering Storm 
submarine research (6.48). 

B. ITALY: 

 One or more submarines, as modified by Italian Gathering Storm 
submarine research (6.48). 

C. BRITAIN: 

 One or more submarines, as modified by British Gathering Storm 
submarine research (6.48). 

 One or more ASW, as modified by British Gathering Storm ASW 
production research (6.49A). 

 34 transports, plus five unbuilt transports, as modified by British 
Gathering Storm transport research (6.49B). 

 One strategic bomber. 

4.92  BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC: For the number of German 
submarines that may be used to conduct SW in the Atlantic, see transition 
rule 12.2 (revised A World at War rule 25.13).  

 
5.  ECONOMICS 
5.1 BRP BASES 
5.2 GERMAN FACTORIES 
5.3 EFFECTS OF MOBILIZATIONS 
5.4 BRP LEVELS 
5.5 OIL 

5.1  BRP BASES: 
5.11  BRP BASES:  The starting BRP base of each major power in A World 
at War is determined by its number of military factories. Each military factory 
is worth 10 BRPs of base. 

5.12  BRITISH DOMINIONS:  Britain adds 40 BRPs to its initial BRP base 
to reflect the contribution from the Dominions and India. 

5.13  RUSSIA:  The first two Russian military factories generate 20 BRPs of 
Russian BRP base. In A World at War these are reflected by the two key 
economic areas in Siberia. 

 The remaining Russian military factories, including those mobilized 
from idle factories, create ICs that are placed on the mapboard in 
Moscow, Leningrad, Stalingrad, Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk, Rostov and 
Gorki, in that order. 

 Russian military factories mobilized from civilian factories create ICs 
that are placed on the mapboard in Kuibyshev, Magnitogorsk and 
Sverdlovsk, in that order, and then in any fully supplied, Russian-
controlled city in European Russia which does not already contain an IC. 

5.2  GERMAN FACTORIES: 
5.21  NUMBER OF GERMAN FACTORIES:  Germany begins Gathering 
Storm with 12 factories, and can acquire additional factories by: 

A. Remilitarizing the Rhineland. 

B. Occupying Austria. 

C. Incorporating Czechoslovakia into the Reich. 

5.22  If war breaks out before Germany has remilitarized the Rhineland, 
including as a result of the Allies opposing the remilitarization of the 
Rhineland, Germany is considered to remilitarize the Rhineland in the first 
turn of A World at War and gains the idle factory for the Rhineland. 

5.23  If Germany has not gained control of Austria or Czechoslovakia during 
Gathering Storm, before the outbreak of war, it acquires the factories 
associated with those countries during A World at War if it achieves a “10” 
diplomatic result (alliance) for Austria or Czechoslovakia. For each such 
diplomatic result, Germany’s BRP base immediately increases by 10 BRPs 
and Germany adds one 4-6 armor unit, two AAF and two 3-3 infantry units 
to its force pool as allowable builds after the normal mobilization delays (six, 
four and two turns, respectively). 

5.24  CONQUEST INSUFFICIENT: A German conquest of Austria or 
Czechoslovakia during A World at War has no effect on the German BRP 
base and force pool. 

5.3  EFFECTS OF MOBILIZATIONS: 
5.31  BRP BASES:  A major power’s BRP base is increased by 10 BRPs for 
each civilian or idle factory it mobilizes. 

5.32  BRP LEVELS:  A major power’s BRP level is increased by 10 BRPs 
for each civilian or idle factory it mobilizes. 

5.33  FORCES:  When a major power mobilizes, it increases its force pool 
in accordance with A World at War rule 36. 
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5.4  BRP LEVELS 
5.41  BRP LEVELS:  Each major power’s starting BRP level in A World at 
War is the total of the following components:  
A. PRORATED COMPONENTS: The total of the following values is 
prorated to adjust for the season in which war breaks out (100% if the first A 
World at War turn is Spring, 75% if Summer, 50% if Fall; 25% if Winter). 

 BRP base: BRPs from factories mobilized in Gathering Storm. 

 British Commonwealth: 40 BRPs from the British Commonwealth 
(Britain only). 

 Minor countries: BRPs from: 

o Axis Gathering Storm aggressions (Poland, Baltic States, Albania, 
which becomes an Italian colony - transition rule 5.42). 

o Economic interests generated by Gathering Storm trade pacts in 
unconquered minor countries (transition rule 7.22C). 

o European colonies (Libya, Egypt, Palestine, Lebanon-Syria, 
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and the Ukraine). 

 German economic interest in Russia: Germany’s economic interest in 
Russia (Germany only - transition rule 5.43). 

B. NON-PRORATED COMPONENT: Each major power then adjusts its 
starting BRP total as follows: 

 Unused tile points: 3 BRPs for each unused Gathering Storm tile point, 
to a maximum of 30 BRPs (transition rule 1.4). 

 Support levels: +/-3 BRPs for its relative Gathering Storm support level 
when war breaks out (transition rule 5.44) 

C. BRITISH AND FRENCH PACIFIC COLONIES: Britain and France 
do not count the BRPs from their Pacific colonies until the 1940 YSS 
(Britain: 40 BRPs; France: 10 BRPs). If the first turn of A World at War is 
Summer 1940 or later, the BRPs from the British and French Pacific colonies 
are prorated. 

5.42  BRP VALUES OF TERRITORIES:  Territories have their normal A 
World at War BRP values, except as follows: 

A. POLAND: If Poland is divided by Axis aggression or as a result of the 
Nazi-Soviet Pact: 

 By a contested German aggression that results in war: 

o Danzig and the Polish corridor (hexes J35, K34, L34, M33 and N33) 
is a conquest worth five BRPs. 

o Central Poland (the remainder of Poland, excluding eastern Poland) 
is worth 15 BRPs. 

o Eastern Poland is worth 10 BRPs. 

 By an uncontested German aggression in the course of Gathering Storm: 

o Danzig and the Polish corridor (hexes J35, K34, L34, M33 and N33) 
is incorporated into Germany, increasing its BRP base by five BRPs 
and its force pool by 10 BRPs of units. 

o Central Poland (the remainder of Poland, excluding eastern Poland) 
is worth 15 BRPs. 

o Eastern Poland is worth 10 BRPs. 

B. BALTIC STATES: If the Baltic States are divided: 

 Lithuania (hexes I37, I38, I39 and J38) is worth five BRPs. 

 Latvia (hexes G38, G39, G40, H37, H38, H39, H40, H41 and I40) is 
worth five BRPs. 

 Estonia (hexes E40, E41, E42, F39 (Saare), F40, F41, and G41) is worth 
five BRPs. 

It is possible, although unlikely, that the Baltic States might be divided as a 
result of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. The A World at War mapboard overlay does 
not cover this remote possibility. 

5.43  GERMAN ECONOMIC INTEREST IN RUSSIA: 

A. The Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is always rounded to the nearest 
number divisible by five (Gathering Storm rule 31.33). This rounding 
determines the extent of Germany’s economic interest in Russia in A World 
at War: 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is rounded down by two, 
Germany does not receive an economic interest in Russia. 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is rounded down by one, 
Germany receives an economic interest of 5 BRPs in Russia. 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is not rounded down, Germany 
receives an economic interest of 10 BRPs in Russia. 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is rounded up by one, Germany 
receives an economic interest of 15 BRPs in Russia. 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is rounded up by two, Germany 
receives an economic interest of 20 BRPs in Russia. 

B. The prorated value of the German economic interest in Russia is added to 
the starting German BRP total (5.41A). 

C. If the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is 42 or more, and Russia took 
territorial concessions worth 40 BRPs, Germany does not receive an 
economic interest in Russia. Similarly, if the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession 
level is 47 or more, and Russia took territorial concessions worth 45 BRPs, 
Germany does not does not receive an economic interest in Russia, and so 
on. 

5.44  RUSSIAN ECONOMIC INTEREST IN GERMANY: 

A. If Germany does not does not receive an economic interest in Russia 
because the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is 43 or more and the 
provisions of transition rule 5.43C apply, Russia has the option of obtaining 
an economic interest in Germany, taking additional territory in central Poland 
(9.62A), or both. 

B. Russia may use up to four Nazi-Soviet Pact concessions to obtain an 
economic interest in Germany. Each concession gives a Russian economic 
interest in Germany worth 5 BRPs, with a maximum value of the of 20 BRPs. 
C. A Russian economic interest in Germany has no effect on the German 
BRP level and is terminated in the turn after Germany and Russia go to war 
or the RGT level reaches 45, with Russia losing the prorated value of the 
economic interest. 

5.45  SUPPORT LEVELS:  The starting A World at War BRP levels of 
major powers that go to war in the final turn of Gathering Storm are increased 
or decreased as follows. These adjustments are not made for major powers 
that are neutral when A World at War begins. 

A. Each warring major power compares its support level to that of the 
opposing major(s) with which it is at war.  

B. If a major power is at war with two or more enemy major powers, their 
support levels are averaged before the comparison is made. 

C. Each warring major power adds 3 BRPs to its starting A World at War BRP 
level for each support level higher than its adversaries and subtracts 3 BRPs 
from its starting A World at War BRP level for each support level lower than 
its adversaries, to a maximum gain or loss of 15 BRPs for each warring major 
power. 
D. Fractions are rounded to the next highest (for support advantages) or lower 
(for support disadvantages) number. 
EXAMPLE: Germany, Italy, Britain and France all go to war, with the following support 
levels: Germany (8), Italy (3), Britain (6) and France (7). Each warring major power then 
compares its support level to the average of the opposing coalition. 

The Axis average is 8 + 3 = 11/2 = 5.5. The Allied average is 6 + 7 = 13/2 = 6.5. 

Germany has a support advantage of 8 - 6.5 = 1.5, which rounds to 2. Germany adds 6 
BRPs to its starting total. 

Italy has a support disadvantage of 3 - 6.5 = -2.5, which rounds to -3. Italy subtracts 9 BRPs 
from its starting total. 

Britain has a support advantage of 6 - 5.5 = .5, which rounds to 1. Britain adds 3 BRPs to 
its starting total. 

France has a support advantage of 7 - 5.5 = 1.5, which rounds up to 2. France adds 6 BRPs 
to its starting total. 

If Italy remained neutral, this would have no effect on the German BRP adjustment, but 
Britain would subtract 6 BRPs and France would subtract 3 BRPs. 

5.5  OIL 
5.51   OIL CONSUMPTION: Major power oil consumption is tracked in 
accordance with A World at War rules, with the following exception: if war 
breaks out without the Nazi-Soviet Pact having been signed, the Axis track 
oil consumption normally from the start of the war. 

5.52  GERMAN SYNTHETIC OIL PLANTS:  Germany is considered to 
be constructing synthetic oil plants throughout the time covered by Gathering 
Storm. The status of Germany’s synthetic oil plants in A World at War 
therefore depends on when war breaks out: 
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German Synthetic Oil Plants - 5.52 

Year Spring Summer Fall  Winter 
1935 0 (2) 0 (2) 0 (3) 0 (3) 
1936 0 (4) 0 (4) 1 (0) 1 (0) 
1937 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (2) 1 (2) 
1938 1 (3) 1 (3) 1 (4) 1 (4) 
1939 2 (0) 2 (0) 2 (1) 2 (1) 
1940 2 (2) 2 (2) 2 (3) 2 (3) 

The turn indicated is the final turn of Gathering Storm, in which war 
breaks out (the first turn of A World at War is the following turn - Fall 
1939, historically). 
The first number indicates the number of German synthetic oil plants. 
The second number indicates the number of A World at War credits 
towards construction of the next synthetic oil plant. 
Germany may assign RPs to complete a partially built oil plant in the 
first year of A World at War, regardless of the turn in which war breaks 
out. 

 

6. RESEARCH 
6.1 TRANSITION TO A WORLD AT WAR 
6.2 GENERAL RESEARCH 
6.3 AIR PROJECTS 
6.4 NAVAL PROJECTS 
6.5 MILITARY PROJECTS 
6.5 ATOMIC PROJECTS 
6.7 INTELLIGENCE PROJECTS 

6.1  TRANSITION TO A WORLD AT WAR 
6.11  RESEARCH PROJECTS: For Gathering Storm research projects that 
are research projects in A World at War: 

A. Each Gathering Storm research result achieved becomes an A World at 
War research result. 

B. As detailed below, Gathering Storm research short of a research result may 
have A World at War effects.  

6.12  PRODUCTION PROJECTS: For Gathering Storm research projects 
that are A World at War production projects: 

A. Each Gathering Storm research result achieved becomes an A World at 
War production result. 

B. As detailed below, Gathering Storm research short of a research result may 
generate a credit equivalent to one or more A World at War research points. 

6.13  BASIC EUROPEAN RP ALLOTMENTS:  Regardless of when 
war breaks out, A World at War rule 42.21 applies and the basic allotment of 
RPs for each European major power is: 

A. GERMANY: 8. 

B. ITALY: 2. 

C. BRITAIN: 6. 

D. FRANCE: 3. 

E. RUSSIA: 6 (subject to the Russian cohesion level - 9.41). 

6.14  ADDITIONAL RPs FROM BRP LEVELS:  If war breaks out in a 
Winter Gathering Storm turn, so that A World at War beings with a YSS 
followed by a Spring turn, each major power also receives one RP for every 
50 BRPs in its BRP total, in accordance with A World at War rule 41.21. 

6.15  AMERICAN RPs: 

A.  WAR BEFORE 1940: If the first turn of A World at War is prior to 
Spring 1940, the U.S. receives no RPs until 1940, when it conducts its 1940 
YSS calculations normally, in accordance with the A World at War rules. A 
1939 American mobilization or USAT reaching 10 or more has no effect until 
the 1940 YSS.  

B. WAR IN 1940: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1940, the American 
RPs from the 1940 YSS are added to the starting Western Allied A World at 
War total. 1940 American mobilizations and USAT increases are not 
considered when doing the American 1940 YSS calculations. 

C. WAR IN 1941: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1941, the U.S. 
conducts its 1941 YSS calculations as well, and the American RPs from both 
the 1940 and 1941 YSS are added to the starting Western Allied A World at 
War total. 1941 American mobilizations and USAT increases are not 
considered when doing the American 1941 YSS calculations. 

 

6.2  GENERAL RESEARCH: 
6.21  WHEN GENERAL RESEARCH IS PERMITTED:  How general 
research is first conducted depends on when war breaks out: 

A. 1938 OR EARLIER:  If the first turn of A World at War is in 1938 or 
earlier, general research is not permitted until 1939 (EXCEPTION: Atomic 
general research - 6.63B). 

B. 1939: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1939, general research is 
permitted in 1939. 

C. 1940:  If the first turn of A World at War is in 1940, each alliance faction 
assigns RPs to general research in 1939 retroactively, as follows: 

 The Axis and Western Allies may each assign five RPs to 1939 general 
research; Russia may assign three RPs to 1939 general research. 

 RPs need not be assigned to general research for all categories. 

 No more than three RPs may be assigned to general research for any one 
category. 

 All 1939 general research die rolls are resolved before RPs are assigned 
to 1940 research.  

D. 1941: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1941, general research for 
1939 is conducted as set out in 6.21C, then the procedure is repeated for 1940, 
with any modifiers from 1939 general research results being carried over into 
1940. 

6.22. ATOMIC RESEARCH: For each level of atomic research achieved 
in Gathering Storm, that alliance faction may apply a [+1] modifier to atomic 
general research: 

A. The application of Gathering Storm atomic research modifiers is 
announced at the start of the research phase in which they are applied, before 
making the research die roll for atomic general research for that year. 

B. A major power may apply all its Gathering Storm atomic research 
modifiers to a single atomic general research die roll, spread its Gathering 
Storm modifiers out so there is a [+1] modifier for each atomic general 
research die roll for as many years as it has Gathering Storm modifiers, or 
anything in between. 

C. Each Gathering Storm atomic research modifier may only be used once.  
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D. If war breaks out in 1940 or later, Gathering Storm atomic research 
modifiers may be applied to 1939 and 1940 atomic general research die rolls 
(6.21C, D), subject to the restriction that the modifier applied may not exceed 
the level of Gathering Storm atomic research achieved up to that year. 

6.23  SPY RINGS:  Gathering Storm spy rings are eliminated when war 
breaks out, and have no effect on A World at War at war general research. 

 

 
6.3  AIR PROJECTS: 
6.31  JETS: 

A. Regardless of when war breaks out, jet research in A World at War may 
begin in: 

 1945 (no Gathering Storm jet research results); 

 1944 (one Gathering Storm jet research result); 

 1943 (two or three Gathering Storm jet research results). 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Gathering Storm jet research, as indicated by 
a “”, generates a [+1] modifier on the first roll for jet research in A World 
at War. 

C. In addition to generating a [+1] modifier when Germany first rolls for jet 
research in A World at War,  18 steps of Gathering Storm jet research 
generates one prototype jet factor in A World at War. This jet factor is added, 
unbuilt, to the German, British or Russian force pool in Spring 1942, counts 
against the overall jet force pool limits of the owning major power and has a 
range of two hexes in Europe and one hex in the Pacific. 

6.32  AIR RANGE: 

A. A Gathering Storm air range research result generates a [+5] modifier in 
A World at War when first rolling for air range research. 

B. Intermediate Gathering Storm air range research results, indicated by a 
“+” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, generate a [+] 
modifier in A World at War when first rolling for air range research. 

6.33  STRATEGIC BOMBERS: For Germany, Britain or Russia: 

A. The first Gathering Storm strategic bomber research result generates a 
[+3] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for strategic bomber 
research. 

B. A second Gathering Storm strategic bomber research result generates a 
[+6] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for strategic bomber 
research. 

C. A third Gathering Storm strategic bomber research result generates an A 
World at War strategic bomber result and adds one strategic bomber to the 
German, British or Russian starting force pool as an allowable build. This has 
no effect on the owning major power’s air force pool. 

D. Intermediate or greater Gathering Storm strategic bomber research results, 
also indicated by a “+” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, 
generate a [+] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for strategic 
bomber research. 

E. The production of strategic bomber units is not permitted in Gathering 
Storm; this occurs only as a result of a maximum (third) Gathering Storm 
strategic bomber research result or later during A World at War once a 
strategic bomber research result is achieved. 

F. Italy and France may never produce strategic bombers. 

6.34  AIR DEFENSE:  

A. A Gathering Storm air defense research result generates a [+5] modifier 
in A World at War when first rolling for air defense research. 

B. Intermediate Gathering Storm air defense research results, indicated by a 
“+” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, generate a [+] 
modifier in A World at War when first rolling for air defense research. 

6.35  AIR TRANSPORTS: 

A. A Gathering Storm air transport research result generates an air transport 
unit in A World at War. 

B. Intermediate Gathering Storm air transport results, indicated by a circled 
number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, generate one or two 
research points towards the production of an air transport unit, as set out in 
6.12B above ( = one RP;  = two RPs). The research points from British 
Gathering Storm air transport research may only be used to produce British 
air transports. 

C. The incorporation of air transport units into force pools and the production 
of additional air transport units in A World at War occur as follows: 

 If the Axis achieve an air transport research result in Gathering Storm, 
one air factor in Germany’s starting force pool is an unbuilt air transport 
factor (4.34B). Italy may not build air transports. 

 If the Allies achieve an air transport research result in Gathering Storm, 
one air factor in Britain’s starting force pool is an unbuilt air transport 
factor (4.54B). France may not build air transports. 

 If Russia achieves an air transport research result in Gathering Storm, 
one air factor in Russia’s starting force pool is an unbuilt air transport 
factor (4.74B ).  

 

6.4  NAVAL PROJECTS: 
6.41  NAVAL AIR TRAINING: 

A. A Gathering Storm naval air training research result generates a naval air 
training result in A World at War. 

B. A second Gathering Storm naval air training research result generates a 
second naval air training result in A World at War. 

C. Intermediate Gathering Storm naval air training research results, indicated 
by a circled number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, generate 
one or two research points towards the next Axis (German or Italian 
Gathering Storm naval air training research results) or British (British 
Gathering Storm naval air training research results) naval air training 
production result in A World at War ( or  = one RP;  or  = two RPs).  

D. The Axis modifiers are cumulative and may lead to an immediate Axis 
naval air training result in the first turn of A World at War for whichever Axis 
major power contributes the higher modifier (Axis choice if tied) without the 
need to assign an A World at War RP to the project; any modifiers beyond 
those needed for this result are ignored. 

E. Britain starts Gathering Storm with one naval air training research result. 

F. The Western Allies may not increase the American naval air training rate 
until the British naval air training rate is at least two. 

6.42  BATTLESHIP DESIGN: 

A. A Gathering Storm battleship design research result allows a major power 
to build four-factor battleships in A World at War. 

B. A second Gathering Storm battleship design research result allows a major 
power to build any number of five-factor battleships in A World at War and: 

 Allows German and Italian five-factor battleships to raid (one five-factor 
battleship per raiding group). 

 Allows British five-factor battleships to engage raiders. 

C. Intermediate Gathering Storm battleship design research results, indicated 
by a circled number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, have the 
following effects: 

 A “” result allows the major power to lay down one four-factor 
battleship in A World at War. 

 A “” result allows the major power to lay down two four-factor 
battleships in A World at War. 
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 A “” result allows the major power to lay down one five-factor 
battleship in A World at War. 

 A “” result allows the major power to lay down two five-factor 
battleships in A World at War. 

D. German and Italian Gathering Storm battleship design research results are 
not combined. 

E. British and French Gathering Storm battleship design research results are 
not combined. 

F. The U.S. is considered to have two battleship design results when A World 
at War starts.  

6.43  ASW RESEARCH: 

A. A Gathering Storm ASW research result generates a [+3] modifier in A 
World at War when first rolling for ASW research. 

B. Intermediate or greater Gathering Storm ASW research results, also 
indicated by a “+” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, 
generate a [+] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for ASW 
research. 

6.44  TORPEDOES: 

A. A Gathering Storm torpedo research result generates a [+3] modifier in A 
World at War when first rolling for torpedo research. 

B. Intermediate or greater Gathering Storm torpedo research results, also 
indicated by a “+” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, 
generate a [+] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for torpedo 
research. 

6.45  ADVANCED SUBMARINES: 

A. Regardless of when war breaks out, German advanced submarine research 
in A World at War may begin in: 

 1945 (no Gathering Storm German advanced submarine research 
results); 

 1944 (one Gathering Storm German advanced submarine research 
result); 

 1943 (two or three Gathering Storm German advanced submarine 
research results). 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Gathering Storm advanced submarine 
research, as indicated by a “”, generates a [+1] modifier when Germany 
first rolls for advanced submarine research in A World at War. 

C. In addition to generating a [+1] modifier when Germany first rolls for 
advanced submarine research in A World at War, 18 steps of Gathering Storm 
advanced submarine research generates one unbuilt prototype advanced 
submarine factor in A World at War. This advanced submarine factor is added, 
unbuilt, to the German force pool in Spring 1942, counts against the overall 
German advanced submarine force pool limit and operates in the same 
manner as other German advanced submarine factors. 

6.46  HARBOR ATTACKS: 

A. Three steps of Gathering Storm harbor attack research, as indicated by a 
“”, generate a “6” (one target) A World at War harbor attack result. 

B. A Gathering Storm harbor attack research result generates a “7” (two 
target) A World at War harbor attack result. 

C. Harbor attack results generated in Gathering Storm must be carried out by 
the major power that conducted the Gathering Storm research before any 
harbor attacks researched by that alliance faction in A World at War are made. 

6.47  LIGHT SHIPS: 

A. Each Gathering Storm light ship research result adds a cruiser (CA2) and 
two destroyers (DD2) to the German or Italian navy (Axis result) or the 
British or French navy (Allied result). These additional light ships begin built 
at the start of A World at War.  
B. Three steps of Gathering Storm light ship research, as indicated by a “”, 
add a cruiser (CA2), but no destroyers. 

C. Nine steps of Gathering Storm light ship research, as indicated by a “”, 
add a cruiser (CA2), but no destroyers, in addition to the CA2 and DD2 added 
from the first light ship research result. 

6.48  SUBMARINES: 

A. Without any Gathering Storm submarine research, Germany, Italy and 
Britain each start A World at War with one unbuilt submarine factor. 

B. For each of Germany, Italy and Britain: 

 Three steps of Gathering Storm submarine research, as indicated by a 
“”, builds its initial submarine factor. 

 A Gathering Storm submarine research result generates a second, unbuilt 
submarine factor. 

 Nine steps of Gathering Storm submarine research, as indicated by a 
“”, builds this second submarine factor. If Germany produces a third 
submarine factor in A World at War, it may use that submarine factor in 
the Atlantic SW box in Summer 1940. 

 A second Gathering Storm submarine research result generates a third, 
unbuilt submarine factor. Germany may use its third submarine factor in 
the Atlantic SW box in Spring 1940. 

6.49  ASW AND TRANSPORT PRODUCTION: 

A. Without any Gathering Storm ASW production research, the Western 
Allies start A World at War with one unbuilt Western Allied ASW factor. If 
the Allies conducted ASW production research in Gathering Storm: 

 Three steps of Gathering Storm ASW production research, as indicated 
by a “”, builds the initial ASW factor. 

 A Gathering Storm ASW production research result generates a second, 
unbuilt ASW factor. 

 Nine steps of Gathering Storm ASW production research, as indicated 
by a “”, builds this second ASW factor. To reflect increased Anglo-
American cooperation, the first American ASW factor may be deployed 
to the Atlantic SW box when USAT reach 20; the second American ASW 
factor starts the game unbuilt and may be deployed to the Atlantic SW 
box when USAT reach 30.  

 A second Gathering Storm ASW production research result builds this 
second ASW factor. The first American ASW factor may be deployed to 
the Atlantic SW box when USAT reach 10; the second American ASW 
factor starts the game built and may be deployed to the Atlantic SW box 
when USAT reach 20.  

B. Without any Gathering Storm transport research, the Western Allies start 
A World at War with 34 built transports and 5 unbuilt transports (39 transports 
in total). If the Allies conducted transport research in Gathering Storm: 

 Three steps of transport research, as indicated by a “”, builds one 
unbuilt transport (35 built transports and 4 unbuilt transports; 39 
transports in total). 

 One Gathering Storm transport research result adds an unbuilt transport 
(35 built transports and 5 unbuilt transports; 40 transports in total). 

 Nine steps of transport research, as indicated by a “”, add another 
unbuilt transport (35 built transports and 6 unbuilt transports; 41 
transports in total). 

 Two Gathering Storm transport research results add another unbuilt 
transport (35 built transports and 7 unbuilt transports; 42 transports in 
total). 

 15 steps of Gathering Storm transport research, as indicated by a “”, 
add a built transport, available for immediate use when the U.S. and 
Germany go to war (36 built transports and 7 unbuilt transports; 43 
transports in total). 

 18 steps of Gathering Storm transport research add a second built 
transport, available for immediate use when the U.S. and Germany go to 
war (37 built transports and 7 unbuilt transports; 44 transports in total) 
and allows the first Canadian shipbuilding increase to be used for 
transport construction. 

 

6.5  MILITARY PROJECTS: 
6.51  ARMOR: 

A. Gathering Storm armor research results have no counterpart in A World at 
War. 
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B. Gathering Storm armor research results affect the strength of each major 
power’s A World at War armor units as set out in rule 4 (force levels). With 
respect to 5-6 armor units, which may only be created by Germany in A World 
at War: 

 If Germany achieves a second armor research result (12 steps), either in 
Gathering Storm or in A World at War (4.32G), A World at War rule 
42.333A is in effect (Germany may produce 5-6 armor units in the year 
after the outbreak of war between Germany and Russia). 

 If Germany achieves 15 steps of Gathering Storm armor research, as 
indicated by a “”,  A World at War rule 42.333A no longer applies and 
Germany may produce (but not mobilize) 5-6 armor units once war 
breaks out between Germany and Russia. 

 If Germany achieves 18 steps of Gathering Storm armor research, in 
addition to allowing the production of 5-6 armor units once war breaks 
out between Germany and Russia, Germany adds an unbuilt 3-6 armor 
unit to its initial allowable builds. This unit does not count against 
Germany’s force pool limit of 12 3-6 and 4-6 armor units. 

 Once Russia achieves a second armor research result (12 steps), either in 
Gathering Storm or in A World at War (4.72D), A World at War rule 
42.333G is in effect and Russia may mobilize or produce either 4-5 or 
5-6 armor units. Until then, Russia must continue armor research, using 
one A World at War military RP each year for each missing level or 
portion thereof of Gathering Storm armor research, until it has made up 
the deficit, and may only mobilize or produce 4-5 armor units (4.72C, 
D). 

6.52  ROCKETS: 

A. Regardless of when war breaks out, rocket research in A World at War may 
begin in: 

 1945 (no Gathering Storm rocket research results); 

 1944 (one Gathering Storm rocket research result); 

 1943 (two or three Gathering Storm rocket research results). 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Gathering Storm rocket research, as indicated 
by a “”, generates a [+1] modifier on the first roll for rocket research in A 
World at War. 

C. In addition to generating a [+1] modifier for the first roll for rocket 
research in A World at War, 18 steps of Gathering Storm rocket research 
generates one rocket base in A World at War. This rocket base may be placed 
on the mapboard in Spring 1942 and counts against the overall rocket base 
force pool limit for the owning major power. 

D. If Russia achieves a Gathering Storm rocket research result (six steps, 
three levels), each additional level of Russian Gathering Storm rocket 
research also generates one research point towards the production of shock 
armies in A World at War (eight steps: one research point; ten steps; two 
research points; and so on), in addition to the normal effects of Gathering 
Storm rocket research. 

6.53  SPECIALIZED UNITS: 

A. Each Gathering Storm specialized unit research result generates a 
specialized unit in A World at War for Germany, Italy, Britain or Russia, as 
the case may be, up to a maximum of three specialized units for the Axis and 
Britain, and two airborne units for Russia. 

 For the Axis, in addition to the German airborne unit that starts 
Gathering Storm: 

o The first specialized unit research result generates a German 
airborne unit. 

o The second specialized unit research result generates an Italian 
airborne unit. 

o The third specialized unit research result generates an additional 
German airborne unit. 

 For Britain, each specialized unit research result generates an airborne, 
commando or Chindit unit, up to the limits of the British force pool.  

 For Russia, in addition to the Russian airborne unit that starts Gathering 
Storm: 

o The first specialized unit research result generates an airborne unit. 

o The second specialized unit research result generates an additional 
airborne unit. 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Gathering Storm specialized unit research, as 
indicated by a “”, generate one research point towards the next specialized 

unit result. The research point from British Gathering Storm specialized unit 
research may only be used to produce British specialized units. 

C. In addition to the above: 

 15 steps of Gathering Storm specialized unit research generates a [+1] 
modifier for the first CTL roll by that alliance faction in A World at War. 

 18 steps of Gathering Storm specialized unit research: 

o Generates an additional [+1] modifier for the first CTL roll by that 
alliance faction in A World at War, for a net modifier of [+2]. 

o If achieved by the Axis, increases the CTL of the Italian airborne 
unit by +1 and allows Italy to use one AAF as an air transport to air 
transport or airdrop the Italian airborne unit. These benefits apply 
only on the Mediterranean front. 

o If achieved by the Allies, increases the CTL of one British 
specialized unit by +1. The unit must be designated at the start of A 
World at War. 

6.54  FORTIFICATIONS: 

A. WEST WALL: 

 For each step of West Wall research in Gathering Storm, Germany 
fortifies one western border hexside, starting with the most southern hex 
(Q25), to a maximum of 12 hexsides (ending at hexside L27/K28 - 
Wilhelmshaven). 

 West Wall hexes may not be upgraded to fortresses except by building 
fortifications in fortified hexes in A World at War.  

B. MAGINOT LINE: 

 In Spring 1935, France starts with fortifications on the six hexsides 
marked by the Maginot Line on the A World at War mapboard (Q24, P25, 
P24). 

 For each of the first six steps of Maginot Line research in Gathering 
Storm, France upgrades one Maginot Line hexside to fortress status, 
starting with the most southern hex (Q24). 

 Once France has obtained a Maginot Line counter in Gathering Storm 
from six steps of Maginot Line research, each additional step of Maginot 
Line research in Gathering Storm fortifies an additional hexside on 
France’s eastern border, starting with the hexside adjacent to the existing 
Maginot Line (O24/O25), then O24/N25, and so on. 

 France may not upgrade the extension of the Maginot Line from 
fortifications to fortresses. 

C. WEST WALL AND MAGINOT LINE COUNTERS: West Wall and 
Maginot Line counters are provided to indicate the status of the West Wall 
and Maginot Line hexes. 

6.55  ECONOMIC PREPARATION: 

A. CONSTRUCTION LIMIT EFFECTS: For each level of economic 
preparation research achieved by Germany, Britain and Russia in Gathering 
Storm up to a second economic preparation result, the German, British or 
Russian construction limit in A World at War is increased by one, from a 
starting level of -3 BRPs per turn, up to a maximum increase of +3, starting 
in the first turn of war: 

Construction Limit Effects - 6.55 

Economic preparation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ 
Construction limit effect -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 
“Economic preparation” is the number of levels of Gathering Storm 
economic preparation research achieved. 
“Construction limit effect” is the corresponding decrease or increase 
to the major power’s construction limit in A World at War. 

 
B. PRODUCTION EFFECTS: In addition to the construction limit effects 
of a second Gathering Storm economic preparation research result: 

 15 steps of Gathering Storm economic preparation research, as indicated 
by a “”, give the European Axis, Western Allies or Russia either the 
six air or the six military production results listed below. The decision 
whether to obtain the air or military production results is made when the 
first result is chosen, and may not be changed once made. 

 18 steps of Gathering Storm economic preparation research give the 
European Axis, Western Allies or Russia any combination of the air and 
military production results listed below. 

 Production results may be taken in any order. 
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 Only one production result may be taken each year. 

 Each production result may be taken only once per game. 

 The first production result may be taken in the year in which normal 
production is first allowed. 

 A strategic bomber factor may be produced even if normal production of 
strategic bombers is not permitted, and may be used in the turn of 
production (A World at War rules 27.91A, 42.22B). 

 Economic preparation production results do not count against production 
and other yearly limits. 

 British Gathering Storm economic preparation research may only be 
used to generate British units. 

C. PRODUCTION RESULTS: 

 Air: 

o One AAF. 

o One interceptor. 

o Three NAS. 

o One strategic bomber factor. 

o One air transport. 

o One airbase. 

 Military: 

o Three infantry factors. 

o Three flak factors. 

o One airborne unit. 

o One fortification. 

o One railhead. 

o One RP credit towards the production of an oil plant (Germany) or 
IC (Russia). 

 
6.6  ATOMIC PROJECTS: 
6.61  RADAR: 

A. A Gathering Storm radar research result generates a [+5] modifier in A 
World at War when first rolling for radar research. 

B. Intermediate Gathering Storm radar research results, indicated by a “+” 
number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, generate a [+] modifier 
in A World at War when first rolling for radar research. 

6.62  ATOMIC RESEARCH:  Gathering Storm atomic research generates 
[+] modifiers in A World at War when rolling for atomic general research, as 
described in 6.22. 

6.63  TIMING OF ATOMIC RESEARCH IN A WORLD AT WAR:  

A. A WORLD AT WAR RESTRICTIONS NORMALLY APPLY: Subject 
to 6.63B, research points may not be assigned to atomic projects until the 
following times, regardless of when war breaks out in Europe: 

 1939: 

o Atomic general research. 

 1941 YSS: 

o Controlled reaction research. 

 1942 YSS: 

o Uranium plant production. 

 1943 YSS: 

o Plutonium reactor production. 

 1944 YSS: 

o Uranium separation research. 

o Plutonium production research. 

o Atomic bomb research. 

B. ATOM SPLIT IN GATHERING STORM: Atomic general research is 
permitted in the first year of war if general random event 72 or 144 occurs in 
Gathering Storm. This exception applies even if war breaks out prior to 1939, 
so the first A World at War turn occurs in 1938 or earlier. The restrictions on 
other atomic research set out in 6.63 apply regardless of when atomic general 
research begins. 

 
6.7  INTELLIGENCE PROJECTS: 
6.71  COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE: 

A. Three steps of Gathering Storm counter-intelligence research (indicated 
by a “”) allows counter-intelligence research in A World at War, with a 
“6+” required for a result: 

Results: 

1-2 No effect. 
3 [+1] 
4 [+2] 
5 [+3] 
6+  Eliminate one enemy spy ring or negate one Russian, German or 

British covert operation attempt. Counter-intelligence capabilities 
may not be accumulated. 

B. Six steps of Gathering Storm counter-intelligence research (the first 
Gathering Storm counter-intelligence research result) reduces the level 
required for an A World at War counter-intelligence research result to “5+”. 

C. Nine steps of Gathering Storm counter-intelligence research (indicated by 
a “”) reduces the level required for an A World at War counter-intelligence 
research result to “4+”. 

D. Twelve steps of Gathering Storm counter-intelligence research (the 
second Gathering Storm counter-intelligence research result) reduces the 
level required for an A World at War counter-intelligence research result to 
“3+”. 

E. Unused counter-intelligence results are eliminated when war breaks out. 

6.72  COVERT OPERATIONS: 

A. Three steps of Gathering Storm covert operations research (indicated by 
a “”) allow covert operations research in A World at War, with a “6+” 
required for a result: 

Results: 

1-2 No effect. 
3 [+1] 
4 [+2] 
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5 [+3] 
6+  Generates a +1 (Axis) or -1 (Western Allies, Russia) modifier to one 

diplomatic die roll or European tension level. Covert operation 
capabilities may not be accumulated. 

B. Six steps of Gathering Storm covert operations research (the first 
Gathering Storm covert operations research result) reduce the level required 
for an A World at War covert operations research result to “5+”. 

C. Nine steps of Gathering Storm covert operations research (indicated by a 
“”) reduce the level required for an A World at War covert operations 
research result to “4+”. 

D. Twelve steps of Gathering Storm covert operations research (the second 
Gathering Storm covert operations research result) reduce the level required 
for an A World at War covert operations research result to “3+”. 

E. Unused covert operations results are eliminated when war breaks out. 

6.73  ESPIONAGE: 

A. Three steps of Gathering Storm espionage research (indicated by a “”) 
allow espionage research in A World at War, with a “6+” required for a result. 

 3-step spy rings in minor countries uncover the opposing DP allocations 
(A World at War rule 46.411A), but do not yield the placing alliance 
faction a diplomatic modifier for the minor country (A World at War rule 
46.411B). 

 3-step spy rings in an enemy research category uncover the codenames 
in that research category (A World at War rule 46.412A), but do not yield 
the placing alliance faction any research modifiers (A World at War rule 
46.412B). 

B. Six steps of Gathering Storm espionage research (the first Gathering 
Storm espionage research result) allow A World at War spy rings to modify 
diplomatic die rolls and general research normally. 

C. Nine steps of Gathering Storm espionage research (indicated by a “”) 
give the owning alliance faction a +1 modifier for its first air, naval, military 
or intelligence general research roll in A World at War. Atomic general 
research may not be selected for this modifier. The general research category 
is decided upon and announced at the end of Gathering Storm. 

D. Twelve steps of Gathering Storm espionage research (the second 
Gathering Storm espionage research result) give the owning alliance faction 
a +1 modifier for any one air, naval, military or intelligence project in A 
World at War, in addition to the +1 modifier for air, naval, military or 
intelligence general research associated with nine steps of Gathering Storm 
espionage research. General research and atomic projects may not be selected 
for this one-time modifier. The decision to apply the modifier is made after 
the research roll is made and the unmodified result known to the rolling 
player. 

E. Spy rings placed in Gathering Storm are eliminated when war breaks out. 

6.74  CODEBREAKING: 

A. When A World at War begins, the Axis and Western Allies each start with 
six blank Ultra cards and two Ultra codebreaking cards. The first Gathering 
Storm codebreaking research result replaces a blank Ultra codebreaking card; 
the second Gathering Storm codebreaking research result adds a ninth Ultra 
codebreaking card. 

 The Axis may select a submarine warfare card, a tactical card and a 
strategic card, in any order. 

 The Western Allies may select an anti-submarine warfare card, a tactical 
card and a strategic card, in any order. 

 A second card of the same type may only be selected once an alliance 
faction has selected one of each of the three types of eligible cards. This 
requires two Gathering Storm codebreaking results, generating the 
maximum nine Ultra cards (five of which are blank). 

C. Intermediate Gathering Storm codebreaking research results, indicated by 
a “” or “” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, generate 
one research point towards a codebreaking production result, as set out in 
6.13B above (two steps = one RP; four steps = two RPs). 

6.75  OCCUPATION POLICIES: 

A. Each Gathering Storm occupation policies research result generates an 
occupation policies research result in A World at War, permitting the 
construction of Vlasov units starting in the first turn of war between Germany 
and Russia in accordance with A World at War rule 44.32. 

B. An intermediate Gathering Storm occupation policies research result, 
indicated by a circled number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, 

generates one or two research points towards the next German occupation 
policies result ( or  = one RP;  or  = two RPs). 

6.76  MOSLEM UNREST: 

A. Each Gathering Storm Moslem unrest research result generates a Moslem 
unrest research result in A World at War, permitting the construction of a 
Moslem partisan in the first turn of war between Germany or Italy and 
Britain, in accordance with A World at War rule 44.35. 

B. Three and nine steps of Gathering Storm Moslem unrest research, as 
indicated by a “”, generate one research point towards the next Axis 
Moslem unrest result. 

6.77  ANGLO-FRENCH COOPERATION: 

6.771 INITIAL APPLICATION OF RESTRICTIONS:  The Anglo-
French cooperation restrictions set out in A World at War rule 53.2, as 
modified below, apply at the start of every A World at War game, regardless 
of the number of Gathering Storm Anglo-French cooperation research 
results. 

6.772  RESTRICTIONS TEMPORARY:  Subject to A World at War 
Anglo-French cooperation research results, the Anglo-French cooperation 
restrictions are lifted at the start of the Allied player turn following the earliest 
applicable triggering event: 

A. Two, three or four turns, depending on the number of Gathering Storm 
Anglo-French cooperation research results (6.773) following any one of: 

 Both Axis powers being at war with the Western Allies;  

 The first Axis full offensive on the western front; 

 The first German declaration of war against a minor country on the 
western front; or 

 The outbreak of war between Germany and Russia. 

B. The Spring turn following the first full year of war (Spring 1937 if war 
breaks out in 1935; Spring 1938 if war breaks out in 1936; and so on). 

C. The turn after France surrenders. 

6.773  EFFECT OF GATHERING STORM RESEARCH:  Gathering 
Storm Anglo-French cooperation research results have the following effects 
on the delay in lifting the Anglo-French cooperation restrictions (6.772A): 

A. TWO OR MORE RESULTS: If the Allies have two or more Gathering 
Storm Anglo-French cooperation research results, indicated by a “”, “+1”, 
“+2” or “+3” on the Gathering Storm research record sheet: 

 A World at War Anglo-French cooperation restrictions are lifted at the 
start of the second Allied player turn following a 6.772A triggering 
event. 

 The “+1”, “+2” and “+3” results on the Gathering Storm research record 
sheet generates a [+] modifier in A World at War when the Western Allies 
first roll for Anglo-French cooperation. 

B. ONE RESULT: If the Allies have one Gathering Storm Anglo-French 
cooperation research result, indicated by a “” on the Gathering Storm 
research record sheet: 

 A World at War Anglo-French cooperation restrictions are lifted at the 
start of the third Allied player turn following a 6.772A triggering event. 

 A World at War Anglo-French cooperation research is prohibited. 

C. NO RESULTS: If the Allies have no Gathering Storm Anglo-French 
cooperation research results: 

 A World at War Anglo-French cooperation restrictions are lifted at the 
start of the fourth Allied player turn following a 6.772A triggering event. 

 A World at War Anglo-French cooperation research is prohibited. 

D. NO EFFECT ON 6.772B AND C: Gathering Storm Anglo-French 
cooperation research results have no effect on the operation of the 6.772B 
and C triggering events. The Anglo-French cooperation restrictions are 
always lifted if the situations described in described in 6.772B and C arise. 

6.78  SUBVERSION: 

A. Each unused Gathering Storm Russian subversion research result, 
indicated by a “+1” number on the Gathering Storm research record sheet, 
generates a [+] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for Russian 
subversion. 
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7. DIPLOMACY  
7.1 TRANSITION TO A WORLD AT WAR 
7.2 MINOR COUNTRY DIPLOMATIC ALIGNMENTS 
7.3 MINOR COUNTRY FORCES 
7.4 AUSTRIA 
7.5 CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
7.6 ALBANIA 
7.7 GREECE AND YUGOSLAVIA 
7.8 CROATIA 
7.9 SERBIA 

7.1  TRANSITION TO A WORLD AT WAR 
7.11  BASIC DP ALLOTMENTS:  Regardless of when war breaks out, A 
World at War rule 49.12 applies and the basic allotments of DPs for each 
European major power are: Germany, Britain, Russia: 3 each; Italy and 
France: 2 each. 

7.12  ADDITIONAL DPs: If war breaks out in a Winter Gathering Storm 
turn, so that A World at War begins with a YSS followed by a Spring turn: 

A. BRPs: Each European major power also receives one DP for every 100 
BRPs (round down) in its BRP total, in accordance with A World at War rule 
49.14. 

B. WARSAW: Germany receives one DP for control of Warsaw if Germany 
gained control of central Poland during Gathering Storm.  

C. ATHENS: Italy receives one DP for control of Athens if it gained control 
of Greece during Gathering Storm. 

7.13  RUSSIAN COHESION: If Russia has not reached full cohesion, its 
basic DP allotment is reduced (transition rule 9.42).  

7.14  AMERICAN DPs: 

A.  WAR BEFORE 1940: If the first turn of A World at War is prior to 
Spring 1940, the U.S. receives no DPs until 1940, when it conducts its 1940 
YSS calculations normally, in accordance with the A World at War rules. A 
1939 American mobilization or USAT reaching 10 or more has no effect until 
the 1940 YSS. 

B. WAR IN 1940: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1940, the American 
DPs from the 1940 YSS are added to the starting Western Allied A World at 
War total. 1940 American mobilizations and USAT increases are not 
considered when doing the American 1940 YSS calculations. 

C. WAR IN 1941: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1941, the U.S. 
conducts its 1941 YSS calculations as well, and the American DPs from both 
the 1940 and 1941 YSS are added to the starting Western Allied A World at 
War total. 1941 American mobilizations and USAT increases are not 
considered when doing the American 1941 YSS calculations. 

D. The American DP level cannot be less than zero (A World at War rule 
49.16). 

 
7.2 MINOR COUNTRY DIPLOMATIC 

ALIGNMENTS: 
7.21  The basic diplomatic alignments in A World at War are as follows: 
 

Albania +2 Norway 0 
Austria +5 Poland 0 
Belgium/Lux 0 Rumania +4 
Bulgaria  +3 Serbia -3 
Croatia +3 Spain 0 
Czechoslovakia -2 Sweden 0 
Finland 0 Turkey 0 
Greece 0 Ukraine +1 
Hungary +5 Vichy France 0 
Ireland 0 Yugoslavia 0 

 
7.22  EFFECT OF GATHERING STORM DIPLOMATIC RESULTS: 
In addition to the effects on minor country force levels (7.31), Gathering 
Storm diplomatic results have the following effects: 

A. ONE FLAG: On a die roll of “1” or “2”, the basic diplomatic alignment 
of the minor country is shifted by one in favor of the owning alliance faction. 

B. TWO FLAGS: On a die roll of “1”, “2”, “3” or “4”, the basic diplomatic 
alignment of the minor country is shifted by one in favor of the owning 
alliance faction. 

C. THREE FLAGS (TRADE PACT): The basic diplomatic alignment of 
the minor country is shifted by one in favor of the owning alliance faction 
without the need for a die roll. In addition, the Gathering Storm trade pact 
yields an economic penetration diplomatic result for the owning major 
power in A World at War (a “7” or “0” diplomatic result). 

 A trade pact in Belgium/Luxembourg does not prevent a diplomatic die 
roll from being made for Belgium/Luxembourg in A World at War. 

 A trade pact in Ireland has no economic effect in A World at War and 
does not give the owning major power BRPs at the outbreak of war 
(5.41A), as Ireland has no BRP value in A World at War.  

D. FOUR FLAGS: In addition to the effects of having three flags, on a die 
roll of “1” or “2”, the basic diplomatic alignment of the minor country is 
shifted by an additional one in favor of the owning alliance faction. 

7.23  RUSSIAN FLAGS: 

A. PRO-RUSSIAN MODIFIERS POSSIBLE: A minor country with no 
basic diplomatic alignment that contains one or more Russian flags when 
Gathering Storm ends may have a pro-Russian basic diplomatic alignment 
in A World at War. This alignment benefits Russia, but not the Western 
Allies. 
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B. MINOR COUNTRIES WITH RUSSIAN AND ALLIED FLAGS: If 
Gathering Storm ends without a Nazi-Soviet Pact, both Russia and the 
Allies roll for minor countries that contain both Russian and Allied flags. 
This determines whether the basic diplomatic alignment of the minor 
country is shifted in favor of one, both or neither alliance faction. This shift 
is not cumulative - a diplomatic alignment shift in favor of both Russia and 
the Western Allies is still only a -1 modifier for A World at War diplomatic 
die rolls for that minor country, but it would benefit both Allied alliance 
factions. 

7.3  MINOR COUNTRY FORCES: 

Minor Country Forces Table - 7.31 

 Army Air Naval Partisans 

 2-3 1-3 2-5 AF CA DD Ax WA Ru 

Albania - 2 - - - - - - - 

Austria 1 3 - 1 - - - - - 

Belgium 1 3 - 1 - - - - - 

Bulgaria - 4 - 1 - - - - - 

Croatia - 4 - - - - 1:2 - - 

Czech. 3 3 1 2 - - - - - 

Denmark - - - - - - - - - 

Egypt - - - - - - 0:2 - - 

Finland 4 - - 1 - - - - - 

Greece 1 6 - 1 1 2 - 1:2 1:2 

Hungary 1 6 - 1 - - - - - 

Iraq* - - - - - - 0:2 - - 

Ireland - - - - - - 2† - - 

Netherlands 1 - - 1 - - - - - 

Norway - 2 - - - - - - - 

Persia - - - - - - 0:2 - - 

Poland 3 7 - 2 - - - 2:4 - 

Rumania 2 6 - 1 - 2 - - - 

Serbia 1 4 - 1 - - - 1:2 1:2 

Spain 7 - 1 2 3 3 3 2:4 2:4 

Sweden 5 - - 1 1 2 - 1:2 1:2 

Turkey 7 - 1 2 2§ 2 3 2:4 2:4 

Ukraine† 2 3 - - - - - - - 

Yugoslavia 1 5 - 1 - - - 2:4 2:4 

 
7.31  MINOR COUNTRY FORCES:  The basic minor country force levels 
are as set out in the Minor Country Forces Table. The force level for each 
minor country may, at the option of the side that has one or more flags in the 
minor country at the end of Gathering Storm, be left at the basic level or 
increased or decreased as follows: 

A. ONE OR TWO FLAGS: Add or remove one ground unit, as follows: 
 Belgium and Norway are unaffected. 

 Other minor countries that only have 1-3 infantry units (Albania, 
Bulgaria, Croatia) add or remove a 1-3 infantry unit. 

 Other minor countries that have both 1-3 infantry units and 2-3 infantry 
units add or remove a 1-3 infantry unit. 

 Minor countries that only have 2-3 infantry units (Finland, Spain, 
Sweden, Turkey) add or remove a 2-3 infantry unit. 

 Ireland adds a 1-3 infantry unit (Axis flags) or removes a 1-3 partisan 
unit (Allied flags). 

B. THREE OR FOUR FLAGS (TRADE PACT): Add or remove a 
second ground unit, as follows: 
 Belgium and Norway add or remove a 1-3 infantry unit. 

 Other minor countries that only have 1-3 infantry units (Albania, 
Bulgaria, Croatia) add or remove a second 1-3 infantry unit. 

 Ireland adds a second 1-3 infantry unit (Axis trade pact) or removes a 
second 1-3 partisan unit (Allied trade pact). 

 All other minor countries add or remove a 2-3 infantry unit. 
C. EFFECTS CUMULATIVE: The force level effects of a trade pact are in 
addition to those of having one or two flags. 

D. CHOICE MADE BY SIDE WITH THE ADVANTAGE: Whichever 
side has the diplomatic advantage in a minor country chooses whether to 
increase or reduce the forces of that minor country and exactly how to do so. 
Minor force level adjustments are optional.  

E. MINOR COUNTRIES BORDERING RUSSIA: The Allies may not 
reduce the forces of Finland, Poland, Rumania or Turkey, although they may 
decline to increase them (transition rule 7.31D). This restriction applies only 
to the Allies; the Axis and Russia have the option of increasing or decreasing 
the forces of these minor countries should they have flags in them at the end 
of Gathering Storm. 

This restriction prevents the Allies from deliberately weakening minor 
countries bordering Russia, especially Poland, in order to facilitate a Russia 
conquest, particularly in a game that starts without a Nazi-Soviet Pact. It is 
one thing for the Allies to proclaim that “Hitler has missed the bus”, it’s 
something else again  to throw Poland under a bus. 

F. TIMING: Minor country forces are adjusted at the end of Gathering 
Storm, before A World at War begins, after the effect of Gathering Storm 
diplomatic results are determined (7.22). Once these adjustments are made, 
they remain in effect for the remainder of the game. 

G. SEQUENCE: The Axis adjust minor country force levels first, then the 
Western Allies, then Russia. 

Historically, the Axis finished Gathering Storm with one or two flags in 
Finland, Greece and Yugoslavia. The Axis increased the Finnish forces by 
one 2-3 infantry unit, increased the Yugoslav forces by one 1-3 infantry unit, 
and removed one Greek 1-3 infantry unit.  

 
7.32  UNCOMPLETED ITALIAN AGGRESSIONS: 

A. ETHIOPIA: If Italy has attacked Ethiopia and war breaks out before the 
conquest is complete, when A World at War begins: 

 Italy must begin A World at War with at least three 1-3 infantry units in 
Ethiopia. It may start with additional units in Ethiopia if desired. 

 The Italian conquest of Ethiopia automatically occurs at the end of the 
third turn after Italy attacked Ethiopia in Gathering Storm, provided Italy 
is not at war with the Western Allies prior to completing its conquest of 
Ethiopia. 

 If Italy and the Western Allies go to war prior to Italy completing its 
conquest of Ethiopia, including in the last turn of Gathering Storm, there 
must be at least twice as many Axis ground factors in Ethiopia as there 
are Allied ground factors in Ethiopia for a complete game turn plus the 
following Allied player turn for the turn to count towards Italy’s 
conquest of Ethiopia. 

 A World at War rule 88.43 applies if the Allies have superior forces in 
Ethiopia, whether or not Italy completes its conquest of Ethiopia. 

B. ALBANIA, GREECE AND YUGOSLAVIA: If Italy has attacked 
Albania, Greece or Yugoslavia and war breaks out before the conquest is 
complete, when A World at War begins: 
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 Italy is at war with that minor country. 

 None of the minor country’s hexes are controlled by Italy (EXCEPTION: 
Durazzo - 2.43E). 

 Two of the minor country’s infantry factors are unbuilt for each complete 
Gathering Storm turn in which it was being attacked by Italy. The turn in 
which Italy initiates the aggression does not count. The Allied player 
decides which units. 

7.33  FINLAND AND RUMANIA:  The Finnish border hexes and 
Bessarabia do not exist as separate areas, the diplomatic modifiers relating to 
them do not apply, and no border war between Russia and Finland or 
Rumania may occur, if there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact or, if there is a Pact: 

A. FINNISH BORDER HEXES:  

 The Pact line runs along the Russo-Finnish border, placing Finland 
entirely on the German side of the Pact line; or 

 Russia does not demand the Finnish border hexes. 

B. BESSARABIA: Bessarabia is not considered a separate area in A World 
at War if: 

 The Pact line runs along the Russo-Rumanian border, placing Rumania 
entirely on the German side of the Pact line; or 

 Russia does not demand Bessarabia. 

 

7.4  AUSTRIA 
7.41  Unless Austria was annexed by Germany before the outbreak of war: 

A. Austria consists of A World at War hexes R25, R26, R27, R28 and R29; 
S26, S27 and S28, with Vienna as its capital. 

B. Austria is worth 10 BRPs. 

C. Austria has a force pool of one 2-3 and three 1-3 infantry units, increased 
or decreased by its diplomatic alignment (7.31), and one army air factor. 

7.42  At the outbreak of war, Austria will be in one of the following three 
states: 

A. If the Anschluss has occurred during Gathering Storm, Austria is 
considered to be part of Germany for all purposes, the Austrian BRPs are 
part of the German BRP base and Austria has no force pool. 

B. If Austria was the target of a contested aggression in the final turn of 
Gathering Storm and survives Germany’s initial attack, it becomes an 
Allied minor ally until conquered and is not an eligible diplomatic target. 

C. Otherwise Austria is neutral and the following diplomatic table is used. 

The basic Austrian diplomatic modifier may vary from +7 (pro-Axis 
modifiers) to +3 (pro-Allied modifiers) (7.22). 

Austria 

(+5) 
General Modifiers: 

 +/-3 Austria is an active minor ally following a diplomatic result of “10” 
or “-3”. 

 +/-2 Austria is an associated minor country following a diplomatic result 
of “9” or “-2” or an enemy attack. 

 +/-1 The Austrian hexes are controlled by a major power following a 
diplomatic result of “8” or “-1”. 

 +/-1 For each unbuilt Austrian air or infantry unit. 
 +/-1 For every five friendly ground/air factors in Austria. 
 +/-1 For every five enemy ground/air factors in Austria. 

Results: 

-3  Austria activates as an Allied minor ally. 

-2  Austria becomes an Allied associated minor country. 

-1  The Allies gain control of the Austrian hexes and receive all the 
Austrian BRPs. 

0  The Allies receive five BRPs from Austria. 

1-2  Austria continues any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in 
effect. Any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

3-4  Austria continues current policies. 

5-6  Austria continues any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect. 
Any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

7  The Axis receive five BRPs from Austria. 

8  The Axis gain control of the Austrian hexes and receive all the Austrian 
BRPs. 

9  Austria becomes an Axis associated minor country. 

10  * Austria is incorporated into the Reich. All Austrian hexes become 
German for all purposes. The Austrian force pool is removed from play 
and Germany adds 10 BRPs to its BRP base and adds one 4-6 armor 
unit, two AAF and two 3-3 infantry units to its force pool as allowable 
builds after the normal mobilization delays (six, four and two turns, 
respectively). If Germany has already produced a twelfth 3-6 or 4-6 
armor unit, it adds infantry units to its force pool of the same BRP 
value as the produced armor unit. 

  These effects are not reversed by a subsequent Allied conquest of 
Austria. 

 

7.5  CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
7.51  Unless some or all of Czechoslovakia was annexed by Germany 
before the outbreak of war: 

A. Czechoslovakia consists of A World at War hexes O29, O30, P28, P29, 
P30, P31, Q29, Q30, Q31, Q32, Q33 and R30, with Prague as its capital. 
Hexes O29, O30, P28 and P29 have directional fortifications facing 
Germany. These fortifications are eliminated if Germany gains control of the 
Sudetenland. 
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B. Czechoslovakia is worth 10 BRPs. 

C. Czechoslovakia has a force pool of one 2-5 armor unit, two army air 
factors, and three 2-3 and three 1-3 infantry units, increased or decreased by 
its diplomatic alignment (7.31) and the effects of German occupation of the 
Sudetenland (7.51D). 

D. The Sudetenland consists of A World at War hexes O29, O30, P28 and P31. 
If the Sudetenland has been occupied by Germany, but the remainder of 
Czechoslovakia has not, these hexes are considered to be part of Germany 
and the Czech forces are reduced by two 1-3 infantry units. 

7.52  At the outbreak of war, Czechoslovakia will be in one of the following 
three states: 

A. If Germany was successful in carrying out aggression against 
Czechoslovakia during Gathering Storm, Czechoslovakia is considered to 
be part of Germany for all purposes. 

B. If Czechoslovakia was the target of a contested aggression in the final 
turn of Gathering Storm and survives Germany’s initial attack, it becomes 
an Allied minor ally until conquered and is not an eligible diplomatic target. 

C. Otherwise Czechoslovakia is neutral and the following diplomatic table 
is used. The basic Czech diplomatic modifier may vary from 0 (pro-Axis 
modifiers) to -4 (pro-Allied modifiers) (7.22). 

Czechoslovakia 

 (-2) 
General Modifiers: 

 +/-3 Czechoslovakia is an active minor ally following a diplomatic result 
of “10” or “-3”. 

 +/-2 Czechoslovakia is an associated minor country following a 
diplomatic result of “9” or “-2” or an enemy attack. 

 +/-1 The Czech hexes are controlled by a major power following a 
diplomatic result of “8” or “-1”. 

 +/-1 For each unbuilt Czech air or infantry unit. 
 +/-1 For every five friendly ground/air factors in Czechoslovakia. 
 +/-1 For every five enemy ground/air factors in Czechoslovakia. 

Additional Modifiers: 

 -2 If France has not fallen (applicable only if the Axis are making the 
diplomatic die roll). 

 +1 If Warsaw is under Axis control. 
 +1 If Vienna is under Axis control. 
 +1 If Budapest is under Axis control. 
 +2 If the Sudetenland is under Axis control. 

Results: 

-3  Czechoslovakia activates as an Allied minor ally. 

-2  Czechoslovakia becomes an Allied associated minor country. 

-1  The Allies gain control of the Czech hexes and receive all the Czech 
BRPs. 

0  The Allies receive five BRPs from Czechoslovakia. 

1-2  Czechoslovakia continues any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently 
in effect. Any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect is 
negated. 

3-4  Czechoslovakia continues current policies. 

5-6  Czechoslovakia continues any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently 
in effect. Any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in effect is 
negated. 

7  The Axis receive five BRPs from Czechoslovakia. 

8  The Axis gain control of the Czech hexes and receive all the Czech 
BRPs. 

9  Czechoslovakia becomes an Axis associated minor country. 

10  Germany may choose one of the following two options. This choice 
may not be altered in a subsequent turn. 

  Option 1: Czechoslovakia activates as a Germany minor ally. 

  The acquisition of the Czech 2-5 armor unit does not affect German 
production of a twelfth 3-6 or 4-6 armor unit or the addition of a 2-5 
armor unit to Poland’s forces should it ally with Germany. 

  Option 2: * Czechoslovakia is incorporated into the Reich. 

  All Czech hexes become German for all purposes and Czechoslovakia 
may no longer be selected as a diplomatic target. 

  The Czech force pool is removed from play and Germany adds 10 
BRPs to its BRP base and adds one 4-6 armor unit, two AAF and two 
3-3 infantry units to its force pool as allowable builds after the normal 
mobilization delays (six, four and two turns, respectively). If Germany 
has already produced a twelfth 3-6 or 4-6 armor unit, it adds infantry 
units to its force pool of the same BRP value as the produced armor 
unit. 

  These effects are not reversed by a subsequent Allied conquest of 
Czechoslovakia. 

 

7.6  ALBANIA 
7.61  Unless Albania was annexed by Italy before the outbreak of war, 
Albania is an independent minor country with a force pool of two 1-3 
infantry units, increased or decreased by its diplomatic alignment (7.31). 

7.62  At the outbreak of war, Albania will be in one of the following three 
states: 

A. If Italy was successful in carrying out aggression against Albania during 
Gathering Storm, Albania is an Italian colony. 

B. If Albania was the target of aggression in the final turn of Gathering 
Storm and survives Italy’s initial attack, it becomes an Allied associated 
minor country until conquered and is not an eligible diplomatic target. 

C. Otherwise Albania is neutral and the following diplomatic table is used. 
The basic Albanian diplomatic modifier may vary from +4 (pro-Axis 
modifiers) to 0 (pro-Allied modifiers). 

7.63  While Albania is considered to be a Balkan country prior to the 
outbreak of war (Gathering Storm rule 4.16E), it is not a “Balkan” country 
for A World at War diplomatic purposes (A World at War rule 49.411A).  

Albania 

(+2) 
General Modifiers: 

 +/-3 Albania is an active minor ally following a diplomatic result of “10” 
or “-3”. 

 +/-2 Albania is an associated minor country following a diplomatic result 
of “9” or “-2” or an enemy attack. 

 +/-1 The Albanian hexes are controlled by a major power following a 
diplomatic result of “8” or “-1”. 

 +/-1 For each unbuilt Albanian infantry unit. 
 +/-1 For every five friendly ground/air factors in Albania. 
 +/-1 For every five enemy ground/air factors in Albania. 

Additional Modifier: 

 +2 For each use of Russian subversion to modify a diplomatic die 
roll, other than for Albania in the diplomatic phase it is used. 

Results: 
-3  Albania activates as an Allied minor ally. 
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-2  Albania becomes an Allied associated minor country. 

-1  The Allies gain control of the Albanian hexes and receive the Albanian 
BRPs. 

0  The Allies receive five BRPs from Albania. 

1-2  Albania continues any pro-Allied (“0” or “-1”) policy currently in 
effect. Any pro-Axis (“7” or “8”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

3-4  Albania continues current policies. 

5-6  Albania continues any pro-Axis (“7” or “8”) policy currently in effect. 
Any pro-Allied (“0” or “-1”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

7  The Axis receive five BRPs from Albania. 

8  The Axis gain control of the Albanian hexes and receive the Albanian 
BRPs. 

9  Albania becomes an Axis associated minor country. 

10  Albania activates as an Axis minor ally. 

7.7  GREECE AND YUGOSLAVIA 
7.71  Unless Greece or Yugoslavia were annexed by Italy before the 
outbreak of war, they are independent minor countries with their force 
pools increased or decreased by their diplomatic alignment (7.31). 

7.72  At the outbreak of war, Greece and Yugoslavia will be in one of the 
following three states: 

A. If Italy was successful in carrying out aggression against Greece or 
Yugoslavia during Gathering Storm: 

 Greece is an Italian conquest. 

 Yugoslavia an Italian conquest, with the Axis receiving Croatian units 
as set out in A World at War rule 83.71. For each Gathering Storm turn 
after Italy completes its conquest of Yugoslavia, one Croatian 1-3 
infantry unit is built. 

B. If Greece or Yugoslavia was the target of aggression in the final turn of 
Gathering Storm and survives Italy’s initial attack, it becomes an Allied 
minor ally until conquered and is not an eligible diplomatic target. 

C. Otherwise Greece and Yugoslavia are neutral. 

7.8  CROATIA 
7.81  If Croatia has been established as a separate state as a result of a 
Yugoslavian civil war in Gathering Storm: 

A. Croatia consists of A World at War hexes T27, T28; U27, U28, U29, V26, 
V27, V28, W26, W27, W28, X26, X27, X28, Y27 and Y28, with Zagreb 
as its capital. 

B. Croatia is worth 10 BRPs. 

C. Croatia has a force pool of four 1-3 infantry units, increased or decreased 
by its diplomatic alignment (7.31). 

7.82 The following diplomatic table is used for Croatia. 

A. The basic Croatian diplomatic modifier may vary from +5 (pro-Axis 
modifiers) to +1 (pro-Allied modifiers) (7.22). 

B. The restrictions and additional modifiers for Yugoslavia apply to Croatia. 

Croatia 

(+3) 
Russia may not select Croatia for a diplomatic die roll until Russia is at war 
with Germany or the RGT level is 50 or more, although Russia may place 
DPs in Croatia before these conditions are met. This prohibition does not 
apply to the Western Allies (49.434). 

General Modifiers: 

 +/-3 Croatia is an active minor ally following a diplomatic result of “10” 
or “-3”. 

 +/-2 Croatia is an associated minor country following a diplomatic result 
of “9” or “-2” or an enemy attack. 

 +/-1 The Croatian hexes are controlled by a major power following a 
diplomatic result of “8” or “-1”. 

 +/-1 For each unbuilt Croatian air or infantry unit. 
 +/-1 For every five friendly ground/air factors in Croatia. 
 +/-1 For every five enemy ground/air factors in Croatia. 

Additional Modifiers: 

 -2 If there is an Allied ground unit in the Balkans. 
 +2 If Italy has not gone to war with the Western Allies. 

Results: 

-3  Croatia activates as an Allied minor ally. 

-2  Croatia becomes an Allied associated minor country. 

-1  The Allies gain control of the Croatian hexes and receive all the 
Croatian BRPs. 

0  The Allies receive five BRPs from Croatia. 

1-2  Croatia continues any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in 
effect. Any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

3-4  Croatia continues current policies. 

5-6  Croatia continues any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect. 
Any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

7  The Axis receive five BRPs from Croatia. 

8  The Axis gain control of the Croatian hexes and receive all the Croatian 
BRPs. 

9  Croatia becomes an Axis associated minor country. 

10  Croatia activates as an Axis minor ally. 

7.9  SERBIA 
7.91  If Serbia has been established as an independent state as a result of a 
Yugoslavian civil war in Gathering Storm: 

A. Serbia consists of A World at War hexes U30, V29, V30, W29, W30, X29, 
X30, Y29, Z28 and Z29, with Belgrade as its capital. 

B. Serbia is worth 10 BRPs. 

C. Serbia has a force pool of one 2-3 and four 1-3 infantry units, increased or 
decreased by its diplomatic alignment (7.31), and one army air factor. 

7.92  The following diplomatic table is used for Serbia. 

A. The basic Serbian diplomatic modifier may vary from -1 (pro-Axis 
modifiers) to -5 (pro-Allied modifiers) (7.22). 

B. The restrictions and additional modifiers for Yugoslavia apply to Croatia. 

Serbia 

 (-3) 
Russia may not select Serbia for a diplomatic die roll until Russia is at war 
with Germany or the RGT level is 50 or more, although Russia may place 
DPs in Serbia before these conditions are met. This prohibition does not 
apply to the Western Allies (49.434). 

General Modifiers: 

 +/-3 Serbia is an active minor ally following a diplomatic result of “10” 
or “-3”. 

 +/-2 Serbia is an associated minor country following a diplomatic result 
of “9” or “-2” or an enemy attack. 

 +/-1 The Serbian hexes are controlled by a major power following a 
diplomatic result of “8” or “-1”. 

 +/-1 For each unbuilt Serbian air or infantry unit. 
 +/-1 For every five friendly ground/air factors in Serbia. 
 +/-1 For every five enemy ground/air factors in Serbia. 

Additional Modifiers: 

 -2 If there is an Allied ground unit in the Balkans. 
 +2 If Italy has not gone to war with the Western Allies. 

Results: 

-3  Serbia activates as an Allied minor ally. 

-2  Serbia becomes an Allied associated minor country. 

-1  The Allies gain control of the Serbian hexes and receive all the Serbian 
BRPs. 

0  The Allies receive five BRPs from Serbia. 

1-2  Serbia continues any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in effect. 
Any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

3-4  Serbia continues current policies. 
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5-6  Serbia continues any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect. 
Any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

7  The Axis receive five BRPs from Serbia. 

8  The Axis gain control of the Serbian hexes and receive all the Serbian 
BRPs. 

9  Serbia becomes an Axis associated minor country. 

10  Serbia activates as an Axis minor ally. 
 

 
 
8. POLAND 
8.1 STATUS 
8.2 NAZI-SOVIET PACT 
8.3 RUSSO-POLISH BORDER WAR 
8.4 RUSSIAN ATTACK ON POLAND 
8.5 POLISH DIPLOMACY 

8.1  STATUS: 
8.11  At the outbreak of war, Poland will be in one of the following five 
states: 

A. ALLIED: If Poland was the target of a contested aggression in the final 
turn of Gathering Storm and survives Germany’s initial attack, it becomes an 
Allied minor ally until conquered, is not an eligible diplomatic target, and the 
provisions of A World at War rule 64.41 apply. 

B. GERMAN SATELLITE: If Germany was successful in carrying out 
aggression against Poland during Gathering Storm and Poland became a 
German satellite: 

 Danzig and the Polish Corridor (hexes J35, K34, L34, M33 and N33) 
are incorporated into the Reich. The hexes in Danzig and the Polish 
Corridor are German for all purposes. 

 Germany adds 5 BRPs to its BRP base and two AAF, one 3-3 infantry 
unit and one 1-3 infantry unit to its force pool as allowable builds. 

 The remainder of Poland is an active German minor ally worth 25 
BRPs and is an eligible diplomatic target using the Polish diplomatic 
table. 

o Poland adds the Czech 2-5 armor unit to its force pool, provided 
Czechoslovakia has been occupied by Germany. 

o Poland’s infantry force pool is reduced by two 1-3 infantry units 
because of the incorporation of Danzig and the Polish Corridor into 
the Reich, but is increased by one 1-3 and one 2-3 infantry unit 
because of the German trade pact in Poland (7.31). The net result is 
that one Polish 1-3 infantry unit is replaced by a 2-3 infantry unit. 

o The diplomatic modifier for Poland would be +1 (pro-Axis) because 
of the German trade pact in Poland (7.22C); and might be +2 if the 
Axis had four flags in Poland at the end of Gathering Storm. 

 When setting up for the first turn of war (A World at War rule 7.31), 
German units may be placed in Danzig and the Polish Corridor, which 
are part of Germany, and in any part of Poland. 

C. POLAND CONQUERED: If Germany was successful in carrying out 
aggression against Poland during Gathering Storm and conquered Poland: 

 Danzig and the Polish Corridor are incorporated into the Reich. The 
hexes in Danzig and the Polish Corridor are German for all purposes. 

 Germany adds 5 BRPs to its BRP base and two AAF, one 3-3 infantry 
unit and one 1-3 infantry unit to its force pool as allowable builds. 

 Central Poland is a German conquest worth 15 BRPs. 

 Eastern Poland is worth 10 BRPs and is either: 

o Assigned to Russia in accordance with the Nazi-Soviet Pact; or 

o An integral part of central Poland, if there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

 When setting up for the first turn of war (A World at War rule 7.31), 
German units may be placed in Danzig and the Polish Corridor, in central 
Poland, and in eastern Poland unless it is assigned to Russia in 
accordance with the Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

D. DANZIG AND THE POLISH CORRIDOR CONQUERED: If 
Germany conquered Danzig and the Polish Corridor during Gathering 
Storm by successfully carrying out aggression against either Danzig and 
the Polish Corridor or Poland: 

 Danzig and the Polish Corridor are incorporated into the Reich. The 
hexes in Danzig and the Polish Corridor are German for all purposes. 

 Germany adds 5 BRPs to its BRP base and two AAF, one 3-3 infantry 
unit and one 1-3 infantry unit to its force pool as allowable builds. 

 The Polish forces are reduced by two 1-3 infantry units. 

 Central Poland is a minor country worth 15 BRPs and is an eligible 
diplomatic target using the Polish diplomatic table. 

 Eastern Poland is worth 10 BRPs and is either: 

o Assigned to Russia in accordance with the Nazi-Soviet Pact; or 

o An integral part of central Poland, if there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact. 

 When setting up for the first turn of war (A World at War rule 7.31), 
German units may be placed in Danzig and the Polish Corridor. 

 Whether the German conquest of Danzig and the Polish Corridor during 
Gathering Storm resulted from aggression against Danzig and the 
Polish Corridor or Poland affects the A World at War diplomatic 
modifiers for Poland. 

E. NEUTRAL: If Poland was not the target of German aggression in 
Gathering Storm, Poland is a neutral minor country worth 30 BRPs and is 
an eligible diplomatic target using the Polish diplomatic table. 

8.2  NAZI-SOVIET PACT: 
8.21  If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is in effect, the Pact line can divide Poland in 
two ways: 

A. BETWEEN CENTRAL AND EASTERN POLAND: Eastern Poland 
is a separate area worth 10 BRPs. This is the historical Pact line. 

B. BETWEEN CENTRAL POLAND AND DANZIG AND THE 
POLISH CORRIDOR: Danzig and the Polish Corridor are a separate area 
worth 5 BRPs. 

8.22  It is not possible for the Pact line to run along the German-Polish 
border, because Danzig and the Polish Corridor may not be taken by Russia 
as a Pact concession; it is not possible for the Pact line to run along the 
Russo-Polish border, because the Pact concession level can never be below 
10. 

8.23  STATUS OF BORDER AREAS: 

A. EASTERN POLAND: Eastern Poland exists as a separate entity from 
western Poland throughout the game, unless the Pact concession level doesn’t 
allow Russia to take eastern Poland (A World at War rule 64.31). 

B. DANZIG AND THE POLISH CORRIDOR: Danzig and the Polish 
Corridor exists as a separate entity if: 

 Germany acquired control of Danzig and the Polish Corridor during 
Gathering Storm; or 
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 If Russia acquired central Poland as a Pact concession in Gathering 
Storm, so the Pact line runs between central Poland and Danzig and the 
Polish Corridor. 

C. DIPLOMACY: Units in eastern Poland and Danzig and the Polish 
Corridor do not modify diplomatic die rolls for Poland, regardless of the 
status of those areas. 

8.3  RUSSO-POLISH BORDER WAR: 
8.31  RUSSO-POLISH BORDER WAR:  If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is in 
effect at the end of Gathering Storm, whether as a result of a successful 
German aggression against Danzig and the Polish Corridor or against all of 
Poland, Poland is neutral, and the Pact line runs between eastern and central 
Poland, a border war may break out between Russia and Poland if Russia 
demands eastern Poland before Poland is conquered. 

8.32  TRIGGERING A BORDER WAR: 

A. INITIAL DEMAND: A Russo-Polish border war begins when Russia 
demands eastern Poland. The demand is made during the Allied diplomatic 
phase, regardless of the current RGT level. 

B. POLISH RESPONSE: Poland automatically rejects the Russian demand, 
without the need for a diplomatic die roll for Poland, and a border war breaks 
out.  

8.33  POLISH DEPLOYMENT: When a Russo-Polish border war breaks 
out: 

A. One Polish 2-3 and 1-3 infantry unit must deploy in each city in the 
disputed area. 

B. If Poland has only two 2-3 infantry units, it substitutes a 1-3 infantry unit 
in one of the cities. 

C. The remaining Polish infantry units may deploy in any Polish hexes, 
including hexes in the disputed area, up to the normal stacking limit of two 
units per hex, as determined by the Axis player. 

D. The two Polish AAF deploy in Warsaw. 

8.34  DURATION:  A Russo-Polish border war begins in the Russian player 
turn in which it demands eastern Poland and continues until Poland concedes 
the border hexes at the start of its player turn: 

A. Poland may concede eastern Poland at the start of its player turn regardless 
of how many cities in eastern Poland (Vilna, Brest-Litovsk and Lvov) have 
been occupied by Russia. 

B. If Russia has occupied Vilna, Brest-Litovsk and Lvov, Poland must 
concede the border area and the Russo-Polish border war ends. 

8.35  FIGHTING A BORDER WAR: During a border war: 

A. Russian units are subject to the following restrictions: 

 They may enter eastern Poland, but not central Poland. 

 The ZoCs of Russian armor units do not extend into central Poland. 

 The Polish air factors may not be counteraired. 

B. Polish units may attrition and/or conduct offensive operations at no BRP 
cost, but may not enter or attack into Russia. 

C. Poland may rebuild two infantry factors each turn. The Polish air units 
may only be rebuilt if Poland later allies with Germany. 

8.36  POLAND GIVES UP:  If Poland renounces its claim to eastern 
Poland, Russia gains control of eastern Poland and the border war ends. Any 
Polish units remaining in eastern Poland are repatriated to central Poland. 
Eastern Poland remains a separate entity worth 10 BRPs for the remainder of 
the game, even if both eastern Poland and central Poland are later controlled 
by the same major power (A World at War rule 64.31). 

8.4  RUSSIAN ATTACK ON POLAND: 
8.41  NAZI-SOVIET PACT:  If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is in effect, Russia 
may only attack a neutral Poland as follows: 

A. POLAND ON THE GERMAN SIDE OF THE PACT LINE: If central 
Poland is on the German side of the Pact line (8.21A), Russia may only attack 
Poland if Russo-German tensions have reached 25. 

B. POLAND ON THE RUSSIAN SIDE OF THE PACT LINE: If central 
Poland is on the Russian side of the Pact line (8.21B), Russia may attack 
Poland at any time, regardless of the Russo-German tension level. 

 Danzig and the Polish Corridor automatically come under German 
control at the end of the turn in which Russia attacks Poland, without the 
need for a German declaration of war or offensive operation. 

8.42  NO NAZI-SOVIET PACT:  If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is not in effect, 
Russia may attack Poland once it mobilizes its fourth and final idle factory, 
unless Poland is controlled by the Axis (9.21G). 

8.43  DECLARATION OF WAR REQUIRED:  A Russian attack on 
Poland proper requires a declaration of war costing 10 BRPs. 

 
8.5  POLISH DIPLOMACY: 
8.51  Unless Poland was conquered in Gathering Storm, the following 
diplomatic table is used for Poland. The basic Polish diplomatic modifier 
may vary from +2 (pro-Axis modifiers) to -2 (pro-Allied modifiers). 

Poland 

 (0) 

General Modifiers: 

 +/-3 Poland is an active minor ally following a diplomatic result of “10” 
or “-3”. 

 +/-2 Poland is an associated minor country following a diplomatic result 
of “9” or “-2” or an enemy attack. 

 +/-1 The Polish hexes are controlled by a major power following a 
diplomatic result of “8” or “-1”. 

 +/-1 For each unbuilt Polish air or infantry unit. 
 +/-1 For every five friendly ground/air factors in Poland. 
 +/-1 For every five enemy ground/air factors in Poland. 

Additional Modifiers: 

 -2 If France has not fallen (applicable only if the Axis are making the 
diplomatic die roll). 

 -2 If Danzig and the Polish Corridor are under Axis control as a result 
of a successful German demand against Danzig and the Polish 
Corridor in Gathering Storm. 

 +1 If the Axis control Prague. 
 +1 If the Axis control Bucharest. 
 +1 If Russia has demanded or controls Bessarabia. 
 +2 If Russia controls Bucharest. 
 +2 If Russia has entered the Baltic States. 
 +2 If Russia has demanded eastern Poland. 
 +2 If Germany and Russia are at war or if Germany declares war on 

Russia in the current game turn (once this modifier is triggered, the 
German player must declare war on Russia). 

Inertial Modifiers: 

 +1 If the net diplomatic modifier, after any covert operations have been 
played, is negative. 

 -1 If the net diplomatic modifier, after any covert operations have been 
played, is positive. 

Results: 

-3  Poland activates as an Allied minor ally. 

-2  Poland becomes an Allied associated minor country. 

-1  The Allies gain control of the Polish hexes and receive 20 BRPs from 
Poland. 

0  The Allies receive 10 BRPs from Poland. 
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1-2  Poland continues any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in 
effect. Any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

3-4  Poland continues current policies. 

5-6  Poland continues any pro-Axis (“7” to “10”) policy currently in effect. 
Any pro-Allied (“0” to “-3”) policy currently in effect is negated. 

  Polish volunteers aid in the Axis crusade against Bolshevism. One 
Polish 2-3 infantry unit may be lent to Germany to be used on the 
eastern front if Germany is at war with Russia. If eliminated, it may be 
rebuilt, but may not again be sent to Russia except after another 
diplomatic die roll for Poland. 

7  The Axis receive 10 BRPs from Poland. 

  Two Polish 2-3 infantry units may fight against Russia, subject to the 
same conditions as for a "5-6" result. 

8  The Axis gain control of the Polish hexes and receive 20 BRPs from 
Poland. 

  Three Polish 2-3 infantry units may fight against Russia, subject to the 
same conditions as for a "5-6" result. 

9  Poland becomes an Axis associated minor country. 

  Three Polish 2-3 infantry units may fight against Russia, subject to the 
same conditions as for a "5-6" result. 

10  Poland activates as an Axis minor ally worth 25 BRPs. 

  Danzig and the Polish Corridor are incorporated into the Reich. The 
hexes in Danzig and the Polish Corridor are German for all purposes. 
Germany adds 5 BRPs to its BRP base and adds two AAF and four 
infantry factors to its force pool as allowable builds after the normal 
mobilization delays (four and two turns, respectively). 

  Poland adds the Czech 2-5 armor unit to its force pool, provided 
Czechoslovakia has been occupied by Germany. 

 

9. RUSSIA 
9.1 OVERVIEW 
9.2 RUSSIAN COHESION EFFECTS 
9.3 RUSSO-GERMAN TENSIONS  
9.4 RUSSIAN MOBILIZATIONS 
9.5 RUSSIAN DECLARATIONS OF WAR 
9.6 NAZI-SOVIET PACT 
9.7 NAZI-SOVIET PACT EFFECTS 
9.8 GARRISON REQUIREMENTS AND SURPRISE EFFECTS 
9.9 RUSSO-GERMAN WARS 

9.1  OVERVIEW: 
9.11  If Russia is neutral when war breaks out, its capabilities and freedom of 
action are constrained as follows: 

A. RUSSIAN COHESION LEVEL: The Russian cohesion level in the last 
turn of Gathering Storm determines the initial allotment of Russian RPs and 
DPs (9.22), the starting Russo-German Tension (RGT) level (9.23, 9.32), the 
rate at which Russia may mobilize any remaining idle factories (9.24), and 
the combat capabilities of Russian armor units in the first turn of war (9.25). 

B. RUSSO-GERMAN TENSION LEVEL: Other Russia activities are 
governed by the RGT, which is tracked whether or not the Nazi-Soviet Pact 
is in effect. 

C. NAZI-SOVIET PACT: If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is in effect, whether it 
comes into existence during Gathering Storm or A World at War, its 
provisions also constrain Russian actions. 

9.2  RUSSIAN COHESION EFFECTS: 
9.21  RUSSIAN COHESION LEVEL AT THE END OF GATHERING 
STORM:  At the end of Gathering Storm, Russian cohesion will be at one of 
the following four levels, based on the number of purge events during 
Gathering Storm and an adjustment for either Poland (Gathering Storm rule 
22.31C) or the signing of the Nazi-Soviet Pact (Gathering Storm rule 
22.31D). 

A. LOW COHESION: Fewer than 10 purge events have occurred. 

B. MEDIUM COHESION: 10-19 purge events have occurred. 

C. HIGH COHESION: 20-29 purge events have occurred. 

D. FULL COHESION: 30 or more purge events have occurred. 

9.22  BASIC RP AND DP ALLOTMENTS: Russia’s initial basic RP and 
DP allotments depend on the Russian cohesion level at the end of Gathering 
Storm. There is no effect on the Russian RPs and DPs in subsequent years: 

A. LOW COHESION: 3 RPs; 0 DPs. 

B. MEDIUM COHESION: 4 RPs; 1 DP. 

C. HIGH COHESION: 5 RPs; 2 DPs. 

D. FULL COHESION: 6 RPs; 3 DPs. 

9.23  RGT EFFECTS: The Russian cohesion level at the end of Gathering 
Storm modifies the starting RGT level as set out in rule 9.32. 

9.24  IDLE FACTORY MOBILIZATIONS:  The rate at which Russia 
may mobilize its remaining idle factories depends on the Russian cohesion 
level at the end of Gathering Storm and when its last Gathering Storm idle 
factory mobilization occurred (9.41). 

9.3  RUSSO-GERMAN TENSIONS: 
9.31  RGT ALWAYS TRACKED:  Once war breaks out and A World at 
War begins, the RGT level is tracked, whether or not the Nazi-Soviet Pact is 
in effect. 

9.32  STARTING LEVEL:  The Russian cohesion level at the end of 
Gathering Storm modifies the starting RGT level as follows: 

A. -1 RGT for each Russian purge level below the 30 purge level required 
for full cohesion (29 purge events, -1 RGT; 28 purge events, -2 RGT; and so 
on). 

B. +1 for each Gathering Storm turn played after Russia has reached full 
cohesion: 

 If Russia reaches full cohesion as a result of the Russian purge card 
draw and random events, the +1 RGT modifier applies for that turn. 

 If Russia reaches full cohesion as a result of the increase in the Russian 
purge level from Poland or the Nazi-Soviet Pact, the +1 RGT modifier 
does not apply for that turn. 

9.33  RGT MODIFIERS:  The normal RGT modifiers in A World at War 
apply, with the following additions and modifications: 

A. STATUS MODIFIERS: 

Application: 

The following Russo-German tension status modifiers do not apply to Italian 
aggression against Yugoslavia in Gathering Storm and economic penetration 
results acquired from Gathering Storm trade pacts (transition rule 7.22C), as 
Germany and Russia are deemed to have acquiesced in the other’s economic 
expansion: 

 +1 If the Axis have attacked or achieved a diplomatic result of “7” or 
more in Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia or Turkey 
(maximum +1 per game turn). 

 -1 If Russia has attacked or achieved a diplomatic result of “0” or less 
in Poland, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia or Turkey 
(maximum -1 per game turn). A Russian occupation of eastern 
Poland or Bessarabia does not trigger this modifier. 

Additional modifiers: 
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  +1 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is in effect, central Poland is on the German 
side of the Pact line and is unconquered at the end of the Axis player 
turn. 

  +1 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is not in effect. 
 -1 For each idle factory not mobilized by Russia (Russia has fewer than 

7 ICs at the end of its player turn). 

Deleted: 

 +5 If Poland is unconquered at the end of the Axis player turn. 

B. EVENT MODIFIERS: 

    +4  Axis control of eastern Poland. 

C. PACT LINE EFFECTS: The following Russo-German tension event 
modifiers are superseded if the Pact line varies from its historical location: 

Classic A World at War event modifiers: 

 +# Axis gain control of one or more hexes in Finland (+1), Hungary 
(+2), Rumania (+2), Bulgaria (+2) or Turkey (+6). Effects are 
determined separately for each minor country. 

 +6 Axis declare war on the Baltic States. 
 +2 Axis gain control of one or more Finnish border hexes. 
 +2 Axis gain control of one or more hexes in Bessarabia. 
 +2 Axis gain control of one or more Persian hexes adjacent to Russia. 
 -1 Each Russian declaration of war against a minor neutral. 
 -1 Russian occupation of eastern Poland. 
 -# Russia gains control of one or more hexes in any territory west of the 

Pact line except for Finland: Hungary (-4), Rumania (-4), Bulgaria 
(-4), Turkey (-12); for other minor countries, -2 for every five BRPs 
in the minor country. Effects are determined separately for each 
minor country. 

Gathering Storm - A World at War event modifiers: 

  +# Axis gain control of one or more hexes in the Baltic States, Finland, 
Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria or Turkey : +1 for every 5 BRPs in the 
minor country on the German side of the Pact line. Effects are 
determined separately for each minor country. There is no effect for 
German control of central Poland if it is on the German side of the 
Pact line. 

 +# Axis gain control of one or more hexes in the Baltic States, Finland, 
Poland or Rumania: +2 for every 5 BRPs in the minor country on the 
Russian side of the Pact line. Effects are determined separately for 
each minor country. 

 +2 Axis gain control of one or more Persian hexes adjacent to Russia. 
 -1 Each Russian declaration of war against a minor neutral, including 

whatever portion of the Baltic States is on the Russian side of the 
Pact line. 

 -1 Russian occupation of eastern Poland. 
 -# Russia gains control of one or more hexes in any territory west of the 

Pact line except for Finland: -2 for every five BRPs in the minor 
country. Effects are determined separately for each minor country. 

D. BALTIC STATES: If the Baltic States are split by the Nazi-Soviet Pact: 

 Neither side may enter the Baltic State(s) on its side of the Pact line 
without a declaration of war at the normal BRP and USAT costs. Only 
a single declaration of war is required to declare war on two Baltic 
States. 

 Axis control of one or more hexes in Baltic State(s) on its side of the 
Pact line triggers a +1 RGT event modifier for each Baltic State. 

 Axis control of one or more hexes in Baltic State(s) on the Russian side 
of the Pact line triggers a +2 RGT event modifier for each Baltic State. 

E. NO PACT: If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is not in effect, all Axis-controlled 
hexes are on the Axis side of the Pact line and all Russian-controlled and 
neutral hexes are on the Russian side of the Pact line.  

9.34  BALKAN DIPLOMATIC MODIFIERS:  The following Balkan 
modifiers are adjusted if Rumania proper is assigned to Russia under the 
Nazi-Soviet Pact: 

A. To reflect the fact that Bessarabia does not exist as a distinct part of 
Rumania: 

 +1 If Russia has entered the Baltic States, Bessarabia or the Finnish 
border hexes. 

is adjusted to: 

 +1 If Russia has entered the Baltic States, Rumania or the Finnish 
border hexes. 

B. To reflect the fact that a Russian conquest of Rumania proper would have 
been more alarming that the historical Russian occupation of Bessarabia: 

 +1 If Russia and Rumania fought over Bessarabia (66.2). 

is adjusted to: 

 +2 If Russia has conquered Rumania. 

9.35  RUSSIAN ACTIONS:  Russian actions are governed by the RGT level 
as follows: 

0. Russia may declare war on minor neutrals on the Russian side of the Pact 
line. 

10.  Russia begins mobilizing its civilian factories (36.11D). 
15.  Russia may subvert eligible minor countries. 
25.  Russia may declare war on minor neutrals on the German side of the Pact 

line, except minor countries in which Germany or Italy has an economic 
interest or which are controlled by the Axis. 

35.  Russia may declare war on minor neutrals on the German side of the Pact 
line, except minor countries controlled by the Axis. 

40.  Russian forces are put on alert. Russian forces are no longer impaired 
during the first turn of a German invasion.  

45.  The Axis may not trace oil supply from Ploesti if Russia controls Ploesti 
or the minor countries through which the oil supply line must be traced. 
Germany loses any economic interest it has in Russia. 

50.  Russia may declare war on Germany. Allied partisans may be built in 
Europe. 

9.4   RUSSIAN MOBILIZATIONS: 
9.41  IDLE FACTORY MOBILIZATIONS: 

A. The rate at which Russia mobilizes its remaining idle factories is governed 
by the Russian cohesion level at the end of Gathering Storm and when its last 
Gathering Storm idle factory mobilization occurred (EXCEPTION: If Russia 
is at war, it mobilizes every turn): 

 Low cohesion: Russia may mobilize once every five turns. 

 Medium cohesion: Russia may mobilize once every four turns. 

 High cohesion: Russia may mobilize once every three turns. 

 Full cohesion: Russia may mobilize once every two turns. 

B. BRPs: Each Russian mobilization of an idle factory allows Russia to place 
an IC and adds 10 BRPs to the Russian BRP level (A World at War rule 
36.21B). 

C. FORCES: 

 Unless Russia has been attacked and is mobilizing every turn, Russia 
adds 10 BRPs of units in the first turn of the mobilization and another 10 
BRPs of units in the following turn. 

 The forces generated by the Russian mobilizations of idle factories are 
governed by transition rule 4.7. 

D. GERMAN OR JAPANESE DECLARATION OF WAR: If Germany 
or Japan declares war on Russia before Russia is fully mobilized, Russia 
completes its mobilizations at the rate of one mobilization per turn. If a 
Russian peacetime mobilization is partially completed when war breaks 
out, the second half of the mobilization must be completed before the next, 
one-turn Russian mobilization occurs. 

9.42  CIVILIAN FACTORY MOBILIZATIONS:  Once Russia has 
mobilized its idle factories, it may mobilize its civilian factories. The rate of 
Russian civilian factory mobilization is governed by the RGT level and 
whether Russia is at war with Germany or Japan: 

A. RUSSIA AT PEACE: 

 First civilian factory mobilization at RGT = 10: Russia mobilizes its 
first civilian factory when the RGT level reaches 10. If Russia has 
already mobilized one or more civilian factories in either Gathering 
Storm or in A World at War, prior to the negotiation of the Nazi-Soviet 
Pact, Russia mobilizes its next civilian factory when the RGT level 
reaches 10. 

 Additional civilian factory mobilizations: Once the RGT level reaches 
10 and Russia mobilizes a civilian factory, the remaining Russian 
mobilizations are governed by A World at War rule 36.11B. Russia’s 
mobilization schedule and mobilization results are unaffected by a sub-
sequent drop in the RGT level. 

B. RUSSIA AT WAR: 
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 German or Japanese declaration of war: If Germany or Japan declares 
war on Russia before Russia is fully mobilized, Russia completes its 
mobilizations at the rate of one mobilization per turn. 

 Russian declaration of war: If Russia declares war on Germany before 
Russia is fully mobilized, either by making a pre-emptive declaration of 
war at the end of Gathering Storm or after Russia attacks a minor country 
in which Germany or Italy has an economic interest and Germany 
supports the minor country (9.51A), Russia completes its mobilizations 
at the rate of one mobilization per turn. 

 If a Russian peacetime mobilization is partially completed when war 
breaks out, the second half of the mobilization must be completed 
before the next, one-turn Russian mobilization occurs. 

C. EFFECTS: The BRP and force pool effects of Russian civil factory 
mobilizations are govern by A World at War rule 36. 

9.5  RUSSIAN DECLARATIONS OF WAR: 
9.51  DECLARATIONS OF WAR ON MAJOR POWERS:  

A. GERMANY: Russia may declare war on Germany only if: 

 The RGT level is at least 50, modified by the value of the current 
Japanese resistance level if Russia is at war with Japan (Storm Over Asia 
transition rule (14.41F); or 

 Russia attacks a minor country in which Germany or Italy has an 
economic interest, and Germany supports the minor country (A World at 
War rule 50.24). 

B. JAPAN: Russia may declare war on Japan only if the BRP value of the 
Siberian garrison is at least twice the BRP value of the Manchurian garrison 
(EXCEPTIONS: The BRP value of the Manchurian garrison is less than 30 
BRPs or Germany has surrendered - A World at War rule 81.51B). 
9.52  DECLARATIONS OF WAR ON MINOR COUNTRIES:  

A. ELIGIBLE MINOR COUNTRIES: The only minor countries on which 
Russia may declare war are Albania, the Baltic States, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Finland, Greece, Hungary, Persia, Poland, Rumania, Serbia, Turkey and 
Yugoslavia. 

B. RUSSIAN SIDE OF THE PACT LINE: If RGT are 0 or greater, Russia 
may declare war on neutral minor countries that are on the Russian side of 
the Nazi-Soviet Pact line, provided Germany has not done so. 

C. GERMAN SIDE OF THE PACT LINE: 

 If RGT are 25 or greater, Russia may declare war on neutral minor 
countries that are on the German side of the Nazi-Soviet Pact line, other 
than those in which the Axis have an economic interest or which are 
controlled by the Axis. 

 If RGT are 35 or greater, Russia may declare war on neutral minor 
countries that are on the German side of the Nazi-Soviet Pact line, other 
than those which are controlled by the Axis. 

 If RGT are 50 or more, or Russia is at war with Germany, Russia may 
declare war on any eligible minor country. Attacking a minor country 
controlled by the Axis requires a declaration of war on Germany. 

D. NO PACT: If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is not in effect, all Axis-controlled 
minor countries are on the Axis side of the Pact line and all Russian-
controlled and neutral minor countries are on the Russian side of the Pact 
line.  

9.6  NAZI-SOVIET PACT: 
9.61  OVERVIEW:  The Nazi Soviet Pact may be negotiated in Gathering 
Storm or in A World at War, after a German declaration of war on Poland. 

9.62  GATHERING STORM PACT CONCESSION LEVEL:  If the Nazi-
Soviet Pact is negotiated in Gathering Storm, the territorial concessions 
obtained by Russia in the Pact negotiations, and therefore the location of the 
Pact line, are determined by Gathering Storm rule 31.4. The same mechanism 
is applied if a Pact is negotiated in A World at War (9.64). 

A. If Germany does not does not receive an economic interest in Russia 
because the Nazi-Soviet Pact concession level is 43 or more and the 
provisions of transition rule 5.43C apply, Russia may, in any combination: 

 Obtain an economic interest in Germany of up to 20 BRPs, at a cost of 
one concession for every 5 BRPs of economic interest (5.44). 

 Take as an additional territory concession one or more of the central 
Polish hexes adjacent to eastern Poland (L36, M46, N35. O35, P34), at 
a cost of one concession for each hex. 

9.63  A WORLD AT WAR PACT:  If the Nazi-Soviet Pact was not negotiated 
in Gathering Storm, Germany has the option of negotiating the Pact in A 
World at War when it declares war on Poland, provided: 

A. Neither Germany nor Russia has declared war on Poland in a previous 
turn. 

B. Germany does not have hex control of Poland. 

C. Germany has not declared war on the Baltic States. 

9.64  A WORLD AT WAR PACT CONCESSION LEVEL:  If the Nazi-
Soviet Pact is negotiated in A World at War, the value of the territorial 
concessions obtained by Russia in the Pact negotiations is 30, modified as 
follows:  

A. 18-STEP RESEARCH RESULTS: -1 for each German 18-step research 
result achieved in Gathering Storm; +1 for each Russian 18-step research 
result achieved in Gathering Storm. 

B. MINOR COUNTRIES: Diplomatic modifiers, economic interests and 
control of Finland, Rumania and Turkey modify the Pact level as follows. 
These modifiers are independent and cumulative; a minor country may 
trigger modifiers for one, two or all three reasons: 

 Diplomatic modifiers: For diplomatic modifiers in Finland, Rumania 
and Turkey from Gathering Storm diplomatic results (transition rule 
7.22): -1 for each Axis diplomatic modifier; +1 for each Russian 
diplomatic modifier. 

 Economic interests: For economic interests in Finland, Rumania and 
Turkey, whether from Gathering Storm trade pacts or A World at War 
diplomatic results: -1 for each Axis economic interest; +1 for each 
Russian economic interest. This modifier is in addition to any modifier 
for the diplomatic modifiers in Finland, Rumania and Turkey. 

 Control: For control of all the hexes in a minor country: 

o Finland: -2 for Axis control; +2 for Russian control. 

o Rumania: -3 for Axis control; +3 for Russian control. 

o Turkey: -6 for Axis control; +6 for Russian control. 

 Western Allied diplomatic results ignored: Western Allied minor 
country diplomatic modifiers, economic interests and control have no 
effect on the Pact level. 

C. WESTERN ALLIED MAJOR POWERS AT WAR: +5 for each 
Western Allied major power at war with the European Axis. Allied major 
powers which have not yet gone to war with an Axis major power or which 
have surrendered are not counted as being at war. 

9.65  NO PACT: If the Nazi-Soviet Pact is not in effect, all Axis-controlled 
hexes are on the Axis side of the Pact line and all Russian-controlled and 
neutral hexes are on the Russian side of the Pact line. 

9.7  NAZI-SOVIET PACT EFFECTS: 
9.71  EASTERN POLAND:  If eastern Poland is taken as a Pact 
concession, it is considered a separate area, as it normally is in A World at 
War. For a Russo-Polish border war, see 8.3. 
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9.72  BORDER AREAS; 

A. FINNISH BORDER HEXES: The Finnish border hexes are considered 
a separate area in A World at War if: 

 Finland is not entirely on the German side of the Pact line; and 

 Russia demands the Finnish border hexes. 

B. BESSARABIA: Bessarabia is not considered a separate area in A World 
at War if: 

 Rumania is not entirely on the German side of the Pact line; and 

 Russia demands Bessarabia. 

9.73  BALTIC STATES:  If the Baltic States are on Russia’s side of the Pact 
line, the normal A World at War rules apply. If the Pact line runs through the 
Baltic States then Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia are considered to be separate 
countries worth five BRPs each (transition rule 5.42B), and are conquered as 
follows: 

A. LITHUANIA: Control of all four Lithuanian hexes. 

B. LATVIA: Control of Riga. 

C. ESTONIA: Control of Tallinn and Parnu. 

9.74  GERMAN ECONOMIC INTEREST IN RUSSIA:  The German 
economic interest in Russia is determined according to transition rule 5.43. 

9.75  IMPLEMENTATION:  If the Pact is negotiated in A World at War, 
the secret protocols are applied as set out in Gathering Storm rule 31.4, 
subject to the following: 

A. RUSSIAN CONQUESTS:  Minor countries conquered by Russia take 
priority over any other concessions. 

B. RUSSIAN DECLARATIONS OF WAR: If Russia declared war on a 
minor country prior to the negotiation of the Pact, that minor country takes 
priority over any other concessions, other than Russian conquests. 

C. AXIS CONTROL: Minor countries under Axis control may not be taken 
as concessions. 

9.8 GARRISON REQUIREMENTS AND 
SURPRISE EFFECTS: 

9.81  SIBERIAN GARRISON REQUIREMENTS: The Gathering Storm 
Siberian garrison of two armor, three infantry and three air units is slightly 
larger than the A World at War Siberian garrison of 45 BRPs of units (two 3-
3 armor units; two 3-2, four 2-2 and four 1-2 infantry units; and five AAF) 
(A World at War rule 81.41). 

The reduction reflects the effects of the Russian victory in the Battles of 
Khalkhin Gol, referred to by the Japanese as the Nomonhan Incident, which 
are considered to be initiated by Russia shortly before the outbreak of war in 
Europe, whenever it occurs. 

A. Once war breaks out and A World at War begins, Russia must meet the A 
World at War Siberian garrison requirement of 45 BRPs of units (A World 
at War rule 81.41). 

B. If Russia is unable to meet its Siberian garrison requirement when war 
breaks out because of purges, it must build the missing units as soon as 
possible and send them to Siberia. All remaining Russia units must begin the 
war in European Russia. 

9.82  RUSSIAN GARRISON REQUIREMENTS:  Whether or not the 
Nazi-Soviet Pact has been signed, once Russia’s Siberian garrison is at full 
strength (81.41) Russia must meet the following garrison requirements at 
the end of each Russian player turn. This requirement no longer applies 
once Germany and Russia go to war, or if Russia is able to declare war on 
Germany because RGT have reached 50. 

A. GROUND UNITS: Ten Russian 2-3 infantry units, four Russian 3-3 
infantry units and six Russian 3-5 armor units must end their turn: 

 within four hexes of an Axis-controlled east Prussian, Baltic or Polish 
hex, or an Axis-controlled or neutral Rumanian hex; or 

 within two hexes of an Axis-controlled or neutral Finnish hex. 

B. AIR UNITS: 15 Russian AAF must end their turn within three hexes of 
an Axis-controlled or neutral east Prussian, Baltic or Polish hex. 

C. INSUFFICIENT UNITS: If Russia does not have sufficient units to 
meet its garrison requirement, it must build the required units as soon as 
possible once Russia’s Siberian garrison is at full strength (81.41) and 
deploy them so as to meet the garrison requirement. 

D. EXCESS UNITS: These requirements do not apply to Russian ground 
and air units in excess of the above amounts, including Russian one-factor 
infantry and airborne units, produced Russian units, Russian units which 
begin the game in the Pacific theater, and Russian associated or minor ally 
units. 

9.83  RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS:  Russian surprise effects may 
apply in the first turn of a German invasion after Germany declares war on 
Russia, in addition to all normal modifiers and movement impairments, as 
set out below. 

A. APPLICATION: The extent to which Russian surprise effects apply 
depends on the circumstances. Surprise effects apply to Russian minor ally 
units outside their home country. 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact was signed and the RGT level is less than 40, 
Russian surprise effects apply during both the Axis player turn and the 
following Russian player turn (transition rules 9.83B and C). 

 If the Nazi-Soviet Pact was signed and the RGT level is between 40 
and 49, or if there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact, Russian surprise effects 
apply only during the Axis player turn, and there are no surprise effects 
during the following Russian player turn (transition rules 9.83B and 
C). 

 If RGT have reached 50, no Russian surprise effects apply. 

B. SURPRISE EFFECTS DURING THE AXIS PLAYER TURN: The 
following surprise effects apply in the first Axis player turn of a German 
invasion:  

 During the Axis movement phase: 

o Russian armor units adjacent to Axis-controlled hexes at the start 
of the Axis player turn have no ZoC.  

o Russian armor units which are not adjacent to Axis-controlled 
hexes cause Axis ground units to expend only one additional 
movement factor to leave a hex in their ZoC or to move from one 
such hex to another, rather than the normal two additional 
movement factors. During exploitation movement, the ZoC of 
Russian armor units impairs Axis movement normally. 

 During the Axis movement phase and regular combat, Russian infantry 
units in central and eastern Poland, the Baltic States and Russia that 
are overrun or attacked by at least one Axis armor unit are subject to 
a -1 DM unless defending in an objective hex or IC. Other DMs apply 
normally to such attacks. This -1 DM does not apply to Russian units 
in the Finnish border hexes, Bessarabia or conquered Balkan countries 
and does not apply during exploitation movement and combat. 

 Russian air units have their Air Nationality DRM reduced by one. 

C. SURPRISE EFFECTS DURING THE RUSSIAN PLAYER TURN: 
The following surprise effects apply in the first Russian player turn of a 
German invasion: 

 During the Russian movement and redeployment phase, Russian armor 
units have a movement factor of two and Russian infantry units have a 
movement factor of one. Russian specialized units and Russian units 
in the Pacific theater move normally. 

9.9  RUSSO-GERMAN WARS: 
9.91  GERMAN PRE-EMPTIVE WAR:  If Gathering 
Storm ends with a German pre-emptive declaration of war 

on Russia: 

A. INITIAL RUSSIAN SET UP:  Russia must comply with the Siberian 
and Russian garrison requirements (transition rules 9.81 and 9.82). 

B. RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS: Russian forces are subject to 
surprise effects only during the Axis player turn. There are no surprise 
effects during the following Russian player turn (transition rules 9.83B and 
C). 

C. MOBILIZATIONS: Russia mobilizes every turn. 

D. RUSSIAN ICs: Russian ICs increase in value by 10 BRPs per turn once 
Russia has finished mobilizing, until each Russian-controlled IC is worth 20 
BRPs. 

E. U.S. EFFECTS: The effects set out in transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 
apply.  

9.92  RUSSIAN PRE-EMPTIVE WAR:  If Gathering 
Storm ends with a Russian pre-emptive declaration of war 

on Germany: 
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A. INITIAL RUSSIAN SET UP:  Russia must comply with the Siberian 
and Russian garrison requirements (transition rules 9.81 and 9.82). 

B. RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS: Russian forces are not subject to 
surprise effects. 

C. MOBILIZATIONS: Russia mobilizes every turn (9.42B). 

D. RUSSIAN ICs: The value of all Russian ICs remains fixed at 10 BRPs 
for each IC (transition rule 9.21F). 

E. U.S. EFFECTS: The effects set out in transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 
apply. 

9.93  GERMAN DECLARATION OF WAR - NO 
PACT:  If Germany declares war on Russia when 

there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact in effect: 

A. RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS: 

 Russian forces are subject to surprise effects only during the Axis 
player turn. There are no surprise effects during the following Russian 
player turn (transition rules 9.83B and C). 

 If Russia is fully mobilized, Russian forces are not surprised. 

B. MOBILIZATIONS: Russia mobilizes every turn, once its current 
mobilization is completed (transition rule 9.44D). 

C. RUSSIAN ICs: Russian ICs increase in value by 10 BRPs per turn once 
Russia has finished mobilizing, until each Russian-controlled IC is worth 20 
BRPs. 

D. U.S. EFFECTS: USAT increase and the U.S. mobilizes as set out in the 
A World at War rules, unless Gathering Storm ended with an Allied pre-
emptive declaration of war on Germany. Otherwise the effects set out in 
transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 do not apply. 

9.94  RUSSIAN DECLARATION OF WAR - NO 
PACT:  If Russia declares war on Germany when 

there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact in effect: 

A. RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS: Russian forces are not subject to 
surprise effects. 

B. MOBILIZATIONS: Russia continues to mobilize as permitted by the 
Russian cohesion level (transition rule 9.44A). 

C. RUSSIAN ICs: The value of all Russian ICs remains fixed at 10 BRPs 
for each IC (transition rule 9.21F). 

D. U.S. EFFECTS: USAT increase and the U.S. mobilizes as set out in the 
A World at War rules. The effects set out in transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 
apply only if: 

 Gathering Storm ended with an Allied pre-emptive declaration of war on 
Germany; or 

 Russia declared war on Germany before it was fully mobilized, in 
response to German support for a minor country Russia attacked 
(transition rule 9.21G). 

9.95  GERMAN DECLARATION OF WAR - 
PACT:  If Germany declares war on Russia when 

the Nazi-Soviet Pact in effect: 

A. RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS: The extent of Russian surprise 
(transition rules 9.83B and C) depends on the RGT level when Germany 
declares war on Russia: 

 If the RGT level is less than 40, Russian forces are subject to surprise 
effects during both the Axis player turn and the following Russian 
player turn. 

 If the RGT level is between 40 and 49, Russian forces are subject to 
surprise effects only during the Axis player turn. 

 If the RGT level has reached 50, Russian forces are not surprised. 

B. MOBILIZATIONS: Russia mobilizes in accordance with A World at War 
rule 36.11B 

C. RUSSIAN ICs: Russian ICs increase in value by 10 BRPs per turn once 
Russia has finished mobilizing, until each Russian-controlled IC is worth 20 
BRPs. 

D. U.S. EFFECTS: USAT increase and the U.S. mobilizes as set out in the 
A World at War rules, unless Gathering Storm ended with an Allied pre-
emptive declaration of war on Germany. Otherwise the effects set out in 
transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 do not apply. 

9.96  RUSSIAN DECLARATION OF WAR - 
PACT:  If Russia declares war on Germany when 

the Nazi-Soviet Pact in effect: 

A. RUSSIAN SURPRISE EFFECTS: Russian forces are not subject to 
surprise effects. 

B. RUSSIAN ICs: The value of all Russian ICs remains fixed at 10 BRPs 
for each IC (A World at War rule 37.14). 

C. U.S. EFFECTS: USAT increase and the U.S. mobilizes as set out in the 
A World at War rules, unless Gathering Storm ended with an Allied pre-
emptive declaration of war on Germany. Otherwise the effects set out in 
transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 do not apply. 

9.97  ALLIED  PRE-EMPTIVE WAR:  If 
Gathering Storm ends with an Allied pre-emptive 

declaration of war on Germany: 

A. U.S. EFFECTS: The effects set out in transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 
apply, regardless of how a Russo-German war starts. 

B. OTHER EFFECTS: The effects of a Russo-German war on Russian 
surprise, mobilizations and IC values in an A World at War game that started 
with an Allied pre-emptive declaration of war on Germany depend on which 
side declared war. 

9.98  U.S. EFFECTS:  If Gathering Storm ended with a pre-
emptive declaration of war between Germany and Russia 

(transition rules 9.91 and 9.92) or an Allied pre-emptive declaration of war 
on Germany (transition rule 9.97), or if Russia declared war on Germany 
before it was fully mobilized, in response to German support for a minor 
country Russia attacked (transition rule 9.94D), the effects set out in 
transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 apply. 

9.99  US-AXIS TENSIONS:  The U.S.-Axis tension rules are revised as 
follows: 

A. DIPLOMATIC MODIFIERS: DPs may be used to modify U.S.-Axis 
tensions in 1942 and subsequent years. 

B. STATUS MODIFIERS: The applicability of status modifiers is 
determined by the situation at the start of each game turn. 

Additional modifiers: 

 +1 If Russian resistance was zero or less in the previous turn. 
 -1 If Britain is not at war with an Axis major power. 
 -1 If France is not at war with an Axis major power. 
 -1 If Italy has surrendered. 

Deleted: 

 +1 Axis ground units in Russia. 

C. EVENT MODIFIERS: 

Additional modifier: 

 +1 For every 15 European Axis BRPs spent on offensive operations 
against Western Allied or neutral units. Offensive operations directly 
solely against Russian units are not counted. A remnant of eight or 
more BRPs at the end of the Axis player turn triggers an increase; a 
remnant of seven or fewer BRPs is ignored. 

 +1 For each negative Russian resistance level (+1 each time the 
Russian resistance level drops by an additional -1). 

Deleted: 

 +1 For every 15 European Axis BRPs spent on offensive operations 
each turn. A remnant of eight or more BRPs at the end of the Axis 
player turn triggers an increase; a remnant of seven or fewer BRPs 
is ignored. 

9.910  AMERICAN MOBILIZATIONS:  A World at War rule 36.11G is 
superseded with respect to American mobilizations in Europe. The U.S. 
mobilizes in Europe when the following effective USAT levels are reached 
at the end of the Allied diplomatic phase, immediately after a die roll is made 
to determine the effective tension level for that turn (49.851A): USAT 10, 
20, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50, followed by five additional mobilizations. The 
USAT level is considered to go to 50 when war breaks out between the U.S. 
and Germany. 
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10. UNITED STATES  
10.1 U.S.-AXIS TENSIONS  
10.2 U.S. BEGINS PLAY IN FALL 1939 
10.3 U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS 

10.1  U.S.-AXIS TENSIONS: 
10.11  The U.S-Axis tension level in Spring 1935, when Gathering Storm 
begins, is -50 (minus fifty). The starting USAT level in A World at War is 
determined by the extent to which the USAT level rises as a result of 
Gathering Storm: 

A. PER TURN INCREASE: +2 for each turn of Gathering Storm. 

B. AXIS AGGRESSIONS: For each Axis aggression during Gathering 
Storm: 

 Ethiopia, Rhineland, Albania, Sudetenland, Danzig and the Polish 
Corridor: +1. 

 Austria, Baltic States, Greece: +2. 

 Czechoslovakia (including the Sudetenland), Yugoslavia: +3. 

 Poland (including Danzig and the Corridor): +4. 

 Axis aggressions which lead to war count. 

 If war breaks out over the Sudetenland or Danzig and the Polish 
Corridor, the U.S-Axis tension level increases by +1, not +3 
(Czechoslovakia) or +4 (Poland). 

 If Germany conducts an aggression against all of Poland and takes only 
Danzig and the Polish Corridor, leaving Central Poland intact 
(Gathering Storm rule 29.22C), the U.S-Axis tension level increases by 
+1, not +4. 

C. EUROPEAN AGGRESSION INDEX: The European Aggression 
Index at the end of Gathering Storm, including any increase for aggressions 
in the final turn of the game. 

D. PRE-EMPTIVE WAR: If pre-emptive war was declared in the last 
turn of Gathering Storm, whether or not war was also declared in relation 
to an Axis aggression, +/-5, offset by the EAI at the end of the last turn of 
Gathering Storm: 

 +5 if the Axis declared war, minus the EAI. 

 -5 if the Allies or Russia declared war, plus the EAI. 

Historical example: 

-50 (Spring 1935 U.S.-Axis tension level) 
+36 (18 Gathering Storm turns) 
+9 (Axis aggressions) 
+5 (EAI, including a random event)  
+50 total 

Starting U.S.-Axis tension level in A World at War = 0. 

10.12  U.S.-AXIS TENSION INCREASES:  Once war breaks out, U.S.-
Axis tensions increase in accordance with the A World at War rules, subject 
to the following: 

A. STATUS MODIFIERS: 

 +3 If no major powers are at war with the European Axis. This modifier 
does not apply if war broke out between Italy and the Western 
Allies and Italy surrenders before Germany is at war. 

B. EVENT MODIFIERS: 

 -3 If Russia controls one or more hexes in central Poland. 

10.13  PRE-EMPTIVE WAR:  If Gathering Storm ends with a pre-emptive 
war between Germany and Russia, or an Allied pre-emptive declaration of 
war on Germany, followed by the outbreak of war between Germany and 
Russia, the U.S.-Axis tension and American mobilization revisions in 
transition rules 9.99 and 9.910 apply. 

10.2  U.S. BEGINS PLAY IN FALL 1939: 
10.21  Regardless of when war breaks out in Europe, the U.S. begins play 
in A World at War in Fall 1939. This will initially consist only of 
construction, tracking BRPs and resolving the 1940 YSS. 

10.22  FORCES: The U.S. begins with the following air and ground units: 

A. ATLANTIC: 

 At start: One strategic bomber, two 3-4 mechanized infantry units, six 
replacements. 

 Fall 1939 allowable builds: One 2-3 infantry unit, one 1-3 infantry 
unit. 

 Spring 1940 allowable builds: Two AAF, eight NAS, one 1-3 marine 
unit. 

B. PACIFIC: 

 At start: Three AAF, 10 NAS, one air transport, one 2-3 infantry unit, 
four 1-3 infantry units, one 1-3 marine unit, six replacements. 

 Filipino units: Two 1-2 infantry units. 

10.23  DEPLOYMENT LIMITS: 

A. ATLANTIC: One strategic bomber, two 3-4 mechanized infantry units 
and six replacements start in the Atlantic U.S. box. 

B. PACIFIC: See scenario for details. 

10.24  CONSTRUCTION: In Fall 1939, the U.S. must construct its 
allowable builds and start naval construction, using the American A World 
at War shipyards as its starting position, adjusting its BRP level to reflect 
these expenditures. 

10.25  ECONOMICS: 

A. STARTING BRP BASE AND LEVEL: The U.S. begins A World at 
War with a BRP base of 150 and a BRP level of 160 BRPs in Fall 1939. 

B. PRE-WAR AMERICAN MOBILIZATIONS:  

 The U.S. may not mobilize in the Atlantic prior to Spring 1940 unless 
war has broken out in Europe, regardless of USAT. 

 The U.S. may not mobilize in the Atlantic more than once per turn, 
even if the USAT level is 20 or more when war breaks out. 

 For each 1940 pre-war American mobilization, the U.S. adds 25 BRPs 
to its BRP base and BRP level, and increases its force pool and 
shipbuilding levels (A World at War rules 36.2, 36.3). 

 If the Pacific theatre is being played, American Pacific mobilizations 
increase the starting American BRP base and BRP level normally, even 
if war hasn’t yet broken out in Europe when they occur. 

C. 1940 YSS: 

 A 1940 YSS is conducted for the U.S. and Japan, even if war has not 
yet broken out in Europe. 

 The American BRP base first grows during the 1940 YSS, at a growth 
rate equal to the effective USAT or USJT level, whichever is higher, at 
the end of the preceding winter game turn, regardless of when war in 
Europe breaks out. 

 RPs generated from the American BRP total and American BRP base 
growth in the 1940 YSS are counted in the Western Allied RP totals 
for 1940, and are assigned in the first turn of A World at War if war 
breaks out in 1940. 

 DPs generated from the American BRP total in the 1940 YSS are 
counted in the Western Allied DP totals for 1940, and are assigned in 
the first turn of A World at War if war breaks out in 1940. 

D. WAR IN 1941 OR LATER: In the unlikely event that war breaks out 
only in 1941 or later, the U.S. and Japan conduct a 1941 YSS and American 
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RPs and DPs generated in both the 1940 YSS and the 1941 YSS are counted 
in the initial Western Allied RP and DP totals. 

10.3  U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS: 
10.3  If a Global War game is being played, the starting U.S-Japanese tension 
level in Fall 1939 is 0. If Storm Over Asia was played, the starting U.S-
Japanese tension level is determined by Storm Over Asia transition rule 
15.1. 

 

11. JAPAN  
11.1 JAPAN BEGINS PLAY IN FALL 1939 
11.2 U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS 
11.3 JAPANESE DECLARATION OF WAR 

11.1   JAPAN BEGINS PLAY IN FALL 1939: 
11.11  In a Global War game, regardless of when war breaks out in Europe, 
Japan begins play in A World at War in Fall 1939, at the same time as the 
U.S. If Storm Over Asia was played, Storm Over Asia ends at the same time 
as Gathering Storm, in the turn in which war breaks out in Europe (Storm 
Over Asia transition rule 1.12). 

11.2  U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS: 
11.21  U.S.-Japanese tensions begin at 0 in Fall 1939, just as in a normal 
game of A World at War. If Storm Over Asia was played, the starting U.S-
Japanese tension level is determined by Storm Over Asia transition rule 
15.1 (transition rule 10.3).  

11.22  Any USJT event modifiers which occur prior to Fall 1939 as a result 
of war breaking out in Europe are implemented in Fall 1939. 

11.3  JAPANESE DECLARATION OF WAR: 
11.31  Japan may not declare war on the Western Allies or Russia until war 
has broken out in Europe and A World at War has begun. 

12. VICTORY CONDITIONS 
12.1 VICTORY CONDITIONS  

12.1  VICTORY CONDITIONS 
12.11  A WORLD AT WAR VICTORY CONDITIONS APPLY: The 
normal A World at War victory conditions apply, regardless of when the war 
actually breaks out. 


